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Abstract 
Glacial melt water is a source of drinking water for the 1.3 billion people living in downstream area 

of the Hindu Kush Himalayan region. Himalayan glaciers function as a fresh water buffer as they 

constantly release water, making it an important resource for people during the dry season. In this 

research, surface displacements are studied in order to understand more of the melting behaviour 

of debris-covered glaciers. Understanding these processes will help predict future water levels in 

rivers. 

In situ, glaciological measurements are limited due to the inaccessibility of the glacier and need to 

be interpolated to assess the full surface dynamics. In this study, imagery of the Lirung glacier in 

Nepal is used that is derived from an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The dataset is ortho-rectified 

and covers almost a full year including a summer and a winter season. The flight data are May 

2013, October 2013 and May 2014. Based on a Structure from Motion process digital elevation 

models and ortho-rectified mosaic images are created. 

Some of the glaciers in the Himalaya are covered with debris. This allows tracking the rocks on top 

of the glacier, where rocks move upon with the ice. The frequency cross-correlation of Cosi-Corr is 

using the phase in the Fourier domain to track such debris. The output of this correlation is a 

continuous raster map containing the surface displacement of the glacier. Fine spatial and general 

seasonal differences can be found in the surface displacement. During the summer, the maximum 

average displacement is 6 m a-1 while the winter displacement is 2.5 m a-1 at the upper part of the 

tongue. The lower part is nearly stagnant throughout the year. It is very likely that basal sliding is 

the dominating process during the higher summer. It is hypothesized that the increment of both 

temperature and rainfall during the summer causes a lubrication of the bedrock. Other process on 

the glacier is a yet unknown depression, which can be found to the north of the terminus and 

emergence velocities that occur near the bend of the glacier.  

The high-resolution imagery and elevation models of UAVs have high potential to map surface 

displacements of debris-cover glaciers and help to understand general glacier dynamics on a small 

spatial scale.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The high-mountain range of the Hindu Kush Himalayan (HKH) region is frequently referred as ‘the 

water towers’ of Asia. One in five people in the world depend on water from these mountains. The 

region contains the third largest ice reserves in the world and the glaciers work as a fresh water 

buffer. Climate change induces glaciers to melt and the long-term result of this is water shortage.  

Glacial melt contributes to the major rivers in Asia. This water is a major component in the ground 

water flux. Without glacial melt, the ground water level will drop in the HKH region. In Bangladesh 

80% of irrigation-water and 97% of the drinking water originate from groundwater and thus are 

dependent on glacial water. India is the biggest consumer of ground water by volume. More than 

60% of the water is used for irrigation. In India Bangladesh Pakistan and Nepal the annual 

groundwater withdrawal is approximately 35% of the world’s renewable fresh groundwater 

withdrawal, nearly 250 km3 water (Siebert et al. 2010). 

A large proportion of this is used to produce rice, which is grown for the international market. 

Many companies face serious water shortages, especially in the dry season due to a smaller 

discharge in the rivers. More than 50% of the 1.3 billion people that live downstream work in the 

agricultural sector (Weingartner and Messerli 2003). 

Drinking water supplies, energy provision, industry and irrigated agriculture partly depend on 

glacial melt water. A decrease in discharge will increase the problems that occur already. The 

unsustainable use of water is large, especially in less developed regions. Polluted waste water and 

overpopulation are examples of problems that already occur (Mishra 2010). Irrigation related 

problems could cause basic life support issues to local communities in northern India. The 

communities have drinking water problems due to (Siebert et al. 2010) dropping water tables. 

Drinking water and food production are sensitive sectors and this industry is dependent on a 

continuous flow of rivers. The level of the groundwater table is based on several factors, but river 

discharge is one of the most important factors and thus glacial melt. It has been reported that the 

ground water tables are declining in regions in the HRH region. The withdrawal is bigger than 

nature could renew and the problems increase when there is a lack of glacial melt water in rivers. 
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1.1. Regional impacts 

The Hindu Kush Himalayan (HKH) region covers eight countries and is the source of the 10 major 

rivers in Asia. It extends over 3500 km and covers 4.3 million square meters in Afghanistan, 

Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, India, Myanmar, Nepal, and Pakistan. The region contains the world 

highest mountain range including the only 14 peaks above 8000 MASL in the world and contains 

unique high altitude glaciers. It is the world largest storage of ice (16%) outside the Polar Regions 

and is often called The Third Pole (ICIMOD 2014). The 67000 glaciers in the HKH region cover an 

area of 1.2 x 105 km2. If these fresh water reserves melt, the sea level will rise with 29,7 mm 

(Vaughan et al. 2013).  

 

Figure 1, In green the Hindu Kush Himalayan Region; in blue the 10 major river basins; Red dot 
Langtang area; image derived from (ICIMOD 2014) 

More than 210 million people live in the HKH region. 1.3 billion people and thus a fifth of the world 

population lives in the downstream basins of the Amu Darya, Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra, 

Irrawaddy, Salween, Mekong, Yangtse, Yellow River and Tarim. The Ganges river basin is 

extremely densely populated and with 401 persons per square kilometres, it is the highest 

population density in all Himalayan river basins. It supports the life of 410 million people and 

nearly two-third depend on agriculture as their occupation (ICIMOD 2014). 

The Indus and the Tarim have high percentages of melt water, respectively 45% and 40%. The 

discharge of the Indus is at a maximum of 151% of its original volume generated by snow and 

glacial melt (W. Immerzeel et al. 2010). During the dry seasons, lack of melt water could result in 

serious water shortages. A quarter of the total Chinese population depend on melting water in the 

dry season. Lack of water could cause enormous economic damage because water is used in many 

production chains. Agriculture, hydroelectric plants, Bangladesh clothing manufactures, drinking 

water companies and many other sectors rely on a constant supply of water. The rivers are a 

source of food and energy and half of the world population indirectly benefits from this region 

(Jianchu et al. 2007). 
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Indus Ganges Brahmaputra Yangtze Yellow 

Total area (km2) 1.005.786 990.316 525.797 2.055.529 1.014.721 

Total population (103) 209.619 477.937 62.421 586.006 152.718 

Annual basin precipitation (mm) 423 1.035 1.071 1.002 413 

Upstream area (%) 40 14 68 29 31 

Glaciated area (%) 2 1 3 0 0 

Annual upstream precipitation (%) 36 11 40 18 32 

Annual downstream precipitation (%)  64 89 60 82 68 

Irrigated area (km2) 144.900 156.300 5.989 168.400 54.190 

Net irrigation water demand (mm) 908 716 480 331 525 

Mean Discharge (m3 s-1) 3.850 15.000 19.824 35.000 1.365 

Glacial melt in flow (%) 44,8 9,1 12,3 18,5 1,3 

Table 1, Five major rivers in the HKH region. Irrigation is important in many areas in the adjacent 
lands; a significant part is melt water (Immerzeel et al. 2012; Jianchu et al. 2007) 

1.1.1. Current state 

In the HKH region, there is no uniform pattern in glacial behaviour. More than 65% of glaciers that 

are monsoon-influenced are retreating. Only a small fraction of the remaining 35% is advancing, 

the majority is mainly stable or stagnant. In Karakoram region, 58% of the glaciers are stable or 

even accumulating, see Figure 2. Scherler et al. (2011) researched the spatial variability response 

of HKH glaciers affected by the change in climate. Two spatial transitions determine the differences 

in climate and topography. Firstly, there is an increase of winter westerlies rainfall from west to 

east. The glaciers in Karakoram receive 50% of the annual precipitation during winter, while the 

rest of the Himalayas have only 20-30% precipitation during this season. The very steep terrains 

surrounding the glaciers in Karakoram cause more snow avalanches that contribute to 

accumulation (T. Bolch et al. 2012). Secondly, the Indian monsoon creates a lot of orographic 

rainfall in India while the Tibet plateau is arid (Bookhagen and Burbank 2010). 

Figure 2, Left: Spatial variation of debris-covered glaciers. The winter westerlies are shown in the 

top right corner. Precipitation events could be related to the state of glaciers. Right: Mean annual 
frontal changes per region. Some regions are advancing. On average 65% of the glaciers are 
retreating. (Scherler, Bookhagen, and Strecker 2011) 
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On average, glaciers in the Karakoram region have positive glacial elevation differences, see 

Figure 3. Many large glaciers are stable or have advanced recently in this region, due to increased 

winter snowfall and summer storms (A. Kääb et al. 2012).  

Rock avalanches cause debris covers in central Himalaya and 13% of the glaciers there are debris-

covered (T. Bolch et al. 2012; Earth et al. 2013). In Bhutan, glaciers with a high accumulation can 

reach flow velocities of 100 to 200 m a-1. According to Bolch, glaciers beneath rock-headwalls, 

such as the Lirung glacier, have speeds <50 m a-1. Not all glaciers are controlled by precipitation. 

The behaviour of some glaciers, especially in the Karakoram area, depends on thermal conditions 

(Quincey et al. 2011).  

 

Figure 3, Study region and trends of elevation difference. Trends are based on autumn ICESat 

acquisitions. Trends of all cells (coloured data circles) are statistically significant except for the 
three cells in the Karakoram that are indicated with grey centres. Errors are one standard error. 
(A. Kääb et al. 2012) 

Melting glaciers in current climate 

Glacial melt contributes to sea-level rise. In a period of 5 years (2003-2008) the contribution of 

the Himalayas was +0.035 ± 0.009 mm a-1 (A. Kääb et al. 2012). Since the last Little Ice Age, 

between 700 and 200 years ago, glaciers have been globally retreating. In this period the 

temperatures were the lowest in centuries, which allowed glaciers to advance (Barry 2006). In the 

current state of the climate, it is warmer and therefore more than 65% of glaciers that are 

monsoon-influenced are retreating. The last time that the majority of the Himalayan glaciers were 

advancing was between 1920 and 1940 (T. Bolch et al. 2012).  

High altitude precipitation 

Precipitation, especially snow, feeds the glaciers. Little is known about the regional horizontal and 

vertical distribution of precipitation, especially at high altitude (T. Bolch et al. 2012). An increase 

in elevation and thus in temperature causes more snowfall, not necessarily more precipitation 

(Bookhagen and Burbank 2010). However, some scientist state that there is an correlation 

between altitude and precipitation (Winiger, Gumpert, and Yamout 2005). Most of the precipitation 

occurs in the area before the hinterland and therefore the location of a glacier is important relative 

to the track of the rainfall events. The amount of snowfall also depends on the shape of the 

precipitation curve of events and how much precipitation will fall, as shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4, Conceptual summary of three dominant factors: hypsometry, spatial distribution of 

precipitation and seasonality of precipitation. Higher elevations, greater proximity to the 
precipitation peak and a longer winter season lead to more snow accumulation. (Bookhagen and 
Burbank 2010) 

1.1.2. Climate change 

Various studies show a global change in climate (Vaughan et al. 2013; Scherler, Bookhagen, and 

Strecker 2011; Fujita and Nuimura 2011). Hindu Kush Himalaya region glaciers are amongst the 

most sensitive glaciers in the world. The number of days that have a snow cover at elevations 

between 4000 and 6000 MASL. has decreased by 23 days since 1966. The region has been 

warming up at an annual rate of 0.16°C per decade. Winter temperatures have been rising 0.32°C 

per decade (Rikiishi and Nakasato 2006; Xu et al. 2009; Walter W. Immerzeel et al. 2012).  

An increase in temperature can be seen in annual patterns. Six out of ten of the warmest years 

from 1900 until 2002 occurred in the last seven years. Change in precipitation is not clear, but 

high altitude precipitation is yet unknown so early records are lacking.  

Most of the climate models are global, but it is difficult to downsample to high altitude and relief 

terrains such as the Langtang catchment. In HKH region, rainfall is strongly correlated to the 

Indian monsoon, while snowfall is caused by winter westerlies. We see a global trend for such 

processes, but it is hard to predict this on local scale. Immerzeel (2008) downscaled five global 

climate models to the Langtang based on hydrological processes such as evapotranspiration, 

surface runoff, ablation and base flow. 

  

Figure 5, Increasing trend in both mean monthly precipitation and temperature for the lower 

Langtang catchment at Kyanging. Error bars are one standard error from five GCMs. Both show 
clear trends in rising precipitation and temperature (Walter W. Immerzeel et al. 2012) 
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A human-introduced process is black carbon. It darkens the surface and influences the melting 

behaviour of the ice. The black particles absorb a greater heat flux of +0.054 W m–2 from 0.007 to 

0.13 W m–2. 80% of all black carbon is emitted from fossil fuels and this will increase in the future 

(Vaughan et al. 2013).  

 

1.2. Debris-covered glaciers 

Debris-covered glaciers have a unique response to climate change. Most debris-covered glaciers 

are isolated by the debris. The extra-glacial debris is rock material that avalanches from the 

surrounding slopes. Another source of debris is caused by crevasse squeezing of subglacial 

sediments, melt water bursting through the crevasse and conduit system, or Aeolian transport 

directly onto the glacier. (Reznichenko et al. 2010; World Glacier Monitoring Service 2008; 

Schomacker 2008). Östrem (1959) did research into the layer of moraine debris on top of glaciers. 

According to him there are four ways in which absorbed energy will be distributed.  

1. Outgoing (long wave) radiation 

2. Energy loss to the air by convection and conduction 

3. Evaporation of melt water which has risen in the sand and gravel by capillary action 

4. Melting of glacier ice  

The albedo of a debris layer is lower than that of a plain ice layer and therefore it will absorb more 

energy. This could result in an increased melting of the ice. In his experiment, a debris thickness 

of 0.5 cm created maximum ablation. If the cover is thicker, the layer has a more insulating effect, 

because evaporation of melting water is not possible anymore. Nicholson & Benn (2006) plotted a 

curve of their similar experiments. It shows ablation per day in function of the thickness of the 

debris layer for several glaciers, see Figure 6. 

                            

Figure 6, Ablation curve relative to the thickness of the debris layer. Small layer of debris decrease 

albedo and increase ablation, while a thicker layer has an insulating effect  (Nicholson and Benn 
2006). 
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The curve shows a clear diminution in ablation when the debris-layer is thicker. On a global scale 

79-86% of the glaciers are retreating, especially in regions where debris-covered glaciers are 

uncommon (Scherler, Bookhagen, and Strecker 2011). The critical thickness is approximately 8 cm 

(Mihalcea et al. 2006), from this point on the debris layer has an insulating effect. It releases more 

energy at night than it conducts to lower layers. The critical thickness decrease with increasing 

altitudes, due to four parameters: humidity combined with water pressure, ablation rates of bare 

ice, diurnal amplitudes of radiation, shortwave radiations (Reznichenko et al. 2010).  

1.3. Traditional observations on glacial flow 

It is essential to understand glacial flow to predict a changing melting behaviour caused by climate 

change. If the flow can be predicted, improved glacial models and estimations can be made. The 

traditional observations, mainly consisting of tracking bamboo stakes, are limited to spare point 

cloud of data. 

1.3.1. Traditional observations 

The traditional method to monitor the dynamics of a glacier in the field is using ablation stakes. 

These are bamboo sticks that are drilled into the ice, because mainly the top part of a glacier is 

melting, the stick is fixed in the glacial ice. They move together with the ice and more parts of the 

stake are exposed if the top layer is melting. Position can be measured with a differential GPS and 

the ablation can be measured.  

Another method for measuring surface displacement is by using (semi)-permanent Global 

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receivers (Rosu et al. 2014). Small dGPS devices are placed 

on the glacier and they measure the displacement. The disadvantages of systems like these are 

that the area should be under surveillance and the equipment is expensive. 

Both stake- and GNSS methods collect sparse data. Glaciers are rough terrain and often hard to 

access. Many glaciers are located in remote area and have extreme weather conditions. Glaciers 

have often cliffs, water bodies, deep fractures and other obstacles. Measurements can only be 

limited to a number of locations due to this inaccessibility. These methods provide point spacious 

data or it covers a small area with high resolution. The rest of the glacier is estimated or 

interpolated based on this point cloud.  

1.3.2. Remote Sensing 

Deformation of glacial surfaces based on remote sensing has been researched in many papers 

(Dowdeswell and Benham 2003;  a. Kääb 2005; Heid and Kääb 2012;  a. Kääb and Vollmer 2000; 

Fujita et al. 2008; Racoviteanu, Williams, and Barry 2008; Copland et al. 2009). Crevasse tracking 

is commonly used to track bare-ice glacial deformation. Redpath et al. (2013) used ASTER 

(Advanced Space-borne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) images to determine motion 

of the Tasman Glacier in New Zealand. They successfully tracked crevasses with the first band of 

the ASTER imagery. They tried Principle Component 1 and the panchromatic band, but they found 

them less useful due to the amount of mismatches. They used a feature tracker called CIAS 

(Correlation Image AnalysiS). 
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The newer geodetic method uses remote sensing datasets and is space-borne or air-borne. Two 

systems can be found in remote sensing, active and passive systems.  

The active systems send out a signal and measure the incoming reflected signal. Therefore, it does 

not depend on an external light source, such as the sun. In most cases Digital Elevation Models 

(DEM) can be formed. LiDAR systems have high accuracy and have potential for surface flow 

monitoring. Usually air-borne LiDAR have a spatial resolution of 1-2 meter resolution and vertical 

5-15 cm. The DEM is suitable for comparison on annual basis. The advantage of LiDAR is the near-

infrared wavelength laser that is capable of detecting snow cover (Arnold et al. 2006). The space-

borne GLAS sensor of ICESat is also laser-based and can create DEM with a spatial resolution of 

approximately 70 meters. This is used for global monitoring of glaciers (Carabajal and Harding 

2005). The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) was launched in 2000 and derived DEM 

(SRTM-DEM) can be used for monitoring but depend on snow conditions and the resolution is 30 

meters (Fujita et al. 2008). Interferometry Synthetic Aperture Radar (inSAR) can be ground-based 

or space-borne. The sensor sends out a very narrow beam that is reflected in a certain way by the 

surface material and medium. When the beam is reflected, it has a specific amplitude and phase 

difference. Due to these characteristics, the length of the path and the absorption capacity of the 

ground material can be estimated. DEMs are computed by comparing the phase difference of two 

data sets. It can operate with cloud cover and can be used for glacier monitoring (Sund, Lauknes, 

and Eiken 2014). 

Passive systems take photographs from air-borne or space-borne carriers. They could create DEMs 

by photogrammetry of stereo imagery. Most of the systems have a nadir-looking and a non-nadir-

looking camera that can be used for stereo-photogrammetric DEMs. Most of the passive systems 

depend on the sun as their light source. 

The previous American intelligence satellite Corona has two panoramic cameras with a separation 

angle of 30°. It has a spatial resolution of 2 to 8 meters in stereo coverage. Corona is capable to 

generate DEMs and operated between 1959 to 1972 (Tobias Bolch et al. 2008).  

The ASTER sensor on the Terra satellite also captures stereo imagery and has a spatial resolution 

of 15 m in Near Infrared (NIR). The time difference between the nadir-looking visible/near-infrared 

and the backward-looking bands is approximately 55 s (Fujita et al. 2008; Nuimura et al. 2012). 

The standard ASTER DEM automated delineation using multi-spectral imagery have inaccuracies in 

terrain with high relief as well supra-glacial debris (Tobias Bolch et al. 2008).  

Spot (Système pour l’Oberservation de la Terre) has been used to create DEMs. The older SPOT5 

and SPOT6 images have a spatial resolution of 2-2.5 meters. The new SPOT 7 –launched on 30 

June 2014- is orbiting parallel to the older SPOT 6. They are designed to cover wide areas in 

record time. The SPOT series have been operating since 1986 and will operate until 2024.  
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All GeoEye-1, Worldview1 2 3, IKONOS, Pleiades have extreme high spatial resolution, between 34 

and 81 cm (Juen et al. 2014). Worldview 4 (before: GeoEye-2) will be launched in 2016 and has a 

panchromatic resolution of 0.3 meter and multispectral resolution of 1.20 meter.  

The generated DEMs from space-borne satellites are made for large scaled areas. The majority 

have relative coarse resolutions of tens of meters, but more important the vertical error of these 

elevation maps is typically not less than 10 m (Rippin et al. 2003; Wagnon et al. 2013; Nuimura et 

al. 2012) 

Raw imagery has no physical geographical coordinates. In most cases the spatial position and 

elevation of the sensor is known, but in combination with distortion by lens and terrain, this is in 

most cases not enough. Well-measured points on the surface can be linked back to the image. 

These points are called Ground Control Points (GCP) and help to ortho-rectify the image to give 

real world coordinates to points in the image. This way the image is positioned on the right 

coordinate system and correct for relief. Ground control points need to be measured by dGPS in 

remote glacial areas and this could be problematic. The resolution of the used sensor determines 

the minimum size of features that can be used as GCP. If the spatial resolution is 10 m, not every 

feature that is smaller than 10 m is visible.  

 

1.4. Research aims  

Knowledge about spatiotemporal dynamics of glaciers is essential to improve discharge predictions 

of the major rivers in Asia. Many glaciers are losing mass, but this is partly a natural process as 

the climate is changing since the Little Ice Age 200 years ago. However, it is well-known that 

emissions of fossil fuels accelerate the rate of climate change. It is yet unknown how climate 

change trends will evolve and how glaciers will respond in time (Immerzeel et al. 2012). To predict 

glacial mass loss the glacier dynamics and melting processes need to be studied and monitored.  

The aim of this research is to improve our understanding of processes in glacier surface 

dynamics and melting behaviour of debris-covered glaciers in the Himalayas.  

 

Glacial dynamics will be assessed by comparing surface flow velocities with the use of remote 

sensing. To do so a case study is conducted for the Lirung glacier in Langtang national Park in 

Nepal 

To study how surface displacements are related to flow and melting processes, it is necessary to 

understand general glacial dynamics. Therefore, a literature research is conducted about how 

glacier dynamics are represented in the displacement of a glacial surface. 

In previous glacial studies (T. Bolch et al. 2011;  a. Kääb 2005), satellite imageries were used. The 

disadvantage of such imagery is that they have a low spatial resolution and contain atmospheric 

clouds. The width of glacier is only captured in a few pixels, which is not enough to study the 

complete surface dynamics. Therefore, an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is used to create high-

resolution datasets. The high-resolution UAV imagery has a lot of detail and thus smaller flow 
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variations can be detected. In this research, the cross-correlation algorithm of the Cosi-Corr 

software will be used to determine surface displacements.  

This includes an assessment about input data and configurations of Cosi-Corr. The automated 

Cosi-Corr’s correlation maps will be compared with manually tracked points. Both the UAV data 

and the automated cross-correlation technique will create an error, which should be understood 

before interpreting any signals. 

After the error is determined, the physical interpretation steps can be made. Spatial variations and 

seasonal variations are expected in surface dynamics. There are also features that can be found on 

glaciers that are important for melting processes, such as ice cliffs, termini and drainage systems.  

All these specific research questions should increase knowledge about glacial surface dynamics and 

lead to a better understanding of glacier melting processes. 

To what extent can automatic cross-correlations based on UAV imagery be used to 

determine surface displacement at debris covered glaciers?  

What is the accuracy of automatic displacement maps based on UAV data? 

Which processes play a role in spatial and seasonal variations in melting behaviours? 

 

2. Theoretical Background  
The academic background of this research is presented in this chapter, starting with the 

importance of glaciers in the greater Hindu Kush Himalayan region and its climate, followed by 

physical processes of glacial flow and glaciation, and the final subchapters contain the methods to 

monitor glaciers and pre-processing for cross-correlations. For glacial terminology, see Error! 

Reference source not found.. 

The location where glaciers form depends on several factors. Both the air temperature and 

precipitation are important. The physical characteristics of the terrain have large impact, such as 

slope, aspect, incoming solar radiation and geomorphology. Those factors play also a role in how 

glaciers are shaped. 

2.1. Glacial flow 

Glacier flow depends on several factors such as, ice geometry (thickness, steepness), ice 

properties (temperature, density), valley geometry (slope, curves), bedrock conditions (hard, soft, 

frozen or thawed bed), subglacial hydrology (washout patterns), terminal environment 

(temperature, altitude) and mass balance (rate of accumulation and ablation). All these factors 

have influence on the glacier flow. Knowledge about glacial deformation and flow processes are 

essential to understand surface flow.  

2.1.1. Glacial deformation 

Ice move downhill due to the combination of gravitational pressure and hill slope. Glacial ice is a 

visco-plastic material, so it can be deformed (plastic) as well as flow (viscous).The gravity applies 
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a shear stress on the ice and due to plastic deformation of ice, the glaciers ice can flow downhill. 

(Harper et al. 2001) The stress that deforms the ice, this is called strain. Strain is important to 

glacier dynamics and can be either elastic or permanent, see Figure 7. Characteristics of glaciers 

can act differently at certain depts. There are two vertical zones: a brittle zone and a ductile zone 

where the brittle zone is placed on top of the ductile zone 

  

Figure 7, Left: The strain of elastic deformation is reversible, ductile deformation is permanent. 

Centre and right: Difference between brittle and ductile zone. The brittle material is more elastic at 
a given stress but fractures at a lower strain level than ductile material would (Harper et al. 2001). 

In the brittle zone (sometimes: zone of rigid flow) the firn and ice will behave as a solid material. 

It fractures if subjected to stress that are larger than the internal strength. Crevasses, cracks in 

the firn, are found in this upper layer. They commonly develop in glaciers where the ice thickness 

decreases due increasing bed level. The brittle zone will move to faster than the bottom creating 

greater stress than the internal strength of the ice. The ductile zone (sometimes: zone of plastic 

flow) is the deeper part of the glacier that is under high pressure. The weight of the ice gives the 

ice its visco-plastic behaviour (Cuffey and Paterson 1970).  

         

Figure 8, Left: Double cross section of glacial flow in ductile zone. Line AC is the maximum 
movement. That is caused by basal sliding and internal deformation. There is a logarithmical 

increase (B’C) of the internal deformation. The lines AB and A’B’ indicate the basal sliding. Note 
that the basal sliding is also decreasing near the side of the glacier. Right: Longitudinal velocity (m 
y-1) in a transverse cross section calculated for a glacier with no basal sliding in a parabolic 
channel (J. F. Nye 1965) 

The velocity of the ice varies within the glacier due the friction along the walls and the bedrock, as 

shown in Figure 8. Ice velocities are higher at the surface than near the bed. Longitudal moraines 

create shear stress that creates a drag near the sides of the glacier, allowing the ice at the centre 

of the glacier flow much faster (J. F. Nye 1965). The examples in Figure 8 are perfect parabolic 

and therefore the flows are symmetric. However, this is exceptional in nature. 
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2.1.2. Flow processes 

There are two ways glacial movement: Basal sliding and internal deformation. Basal sliding is the 

movement of a mass on a slope. Internal deformation is a process of glacial flow due to the 

viscosity and pressure of the ice. With both processes, the ice mass moves downhill. 

Basal sliding 

Basal sliding is movement of the whole glacier that is slipping on bedrock. Basal slip is created by 

the pull down forces by gravity over any object on a slope that causing motion. A small layer of 

melt water at the ice-rock interface reduces friction and works as a lubricant. The water is either 

melted ice due to the earth internal heat, melt water from near the surface or the water is melted 

due lowering of the pressure-related melting point. Cold-based glaciers have almost no basal 

sliding due to lack of this layer of water and the ice is frozen to the bedrock. Temperate glaciers do 

have basal slide and therefore they move much faster than cold-based glaciers. Approximately 60 

to 80% of the total velocity in temperate glaciers is accounted for by basal slide (Harper et al. 

2001). 

Near the longitudal moraines the ice is often shallower and therefore the velocity decreases due to 

the relative higher friction of the bed and moraine drag (Cuffey and Paterson 1970). The basal 

slide velocities are uniform throughout depth. The shear stress from the bed determines largely 

the magnitude of the velocity. Bed shear stress depends mainly on the bed roughness and bed 

softness. Soft beds tend to erode faster, apply less stress and can have sub-glacial deformation.  

The bed roughness depends mainly on processes as Enhanced Basal Creep and Regelation. In both 

processes, the ice encounters an obstacle. Regelation (<1 m) melts the ice and refreeze. If an 

object is in the flow path, the pressure in front of the object increases, the pressure builds up and 

the melting point drops. The ice will melt and flow to a region where the pressure is low. This is 

after the obstacle were vacuum occurs. The freezing point here is at a lower temperature due to 

the lower pressure and the water refreezes. By enhanced basal creep the ice moves around the 

obstacle (>1 m) and plastically deform the ice around the obstacle. The melting point is not 

reached or the morphology can easily lead the ice around the obstacle. 

 

Figure 9, Left: Enhanced Basal Creep, ice is moving around an obstacle. Right: Regelation, ice is 

melted due to the high pressure, water flows to an area where the pressure is low. There it 

refreezes because the pressure is low again. There is a latent heat flow upstream. Updated from: 
Cuffey & Paterson, 1970. 
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Basal slide have the same processes as all other mass on a slope. The glacier thickness, the ice 

density and the slope influence the drag of the ice-bedrock interface. The gravity pulls the ice 

mass down over a slope (°) creating the driving force. 

 b=g H sin() (1) 

Where b is the basal shear stress (Pa),  is the ice density, g is the gravitational acceleration (m 

s-2), H (m) is the ice thickness. This driving force should exceed the equilibrium shear stress. 

Weertman (1957) sliding law both include regelation and basal slip mechanisms in his equation –if 

the glacier is temperate.  

 b≈2 R  𝑢 
2

𝑛+1  (2) 

Where R (Pa s1/3) is a material coefficient based on Clapeyron effect, 𝑛 is the creep constant of 

nonlinear Glen’s flow law, with 𝑛≈3, 𝑢 is the sliding speed (m s-1). The two equations can 

expressed together in the following equation: 

  𝑢 
2

𝑛+1 = ( g H sin() - 02 R )-1 (3) 

This equation result in glacial sliding speed in function of the ice thickness, slope and bedrock 

properties. 

Internal deformation 

The internal deformation is the way ice flows and is a process where, under huge pressure, the ice 

crystals rearrange themselves in layers parallel to the surface. Within the ice crystals, the water 

molecules are arranged in layers of hexagonal rings and this ring is called the basal plane of 

crystal. The normal to the basal plane is called the optical axis or the c-axis of a crystal (Funk 

2009). Under the high pressure, the basal planes align and become coplanar. The bonds between 

crystals in the basal plane direction are stronger than bonds aligned to the c-axis. Therefore, ice is 

able to gliding on its basal planes. Ice crystals that are not rearranged can move, but need 100 

time more pressure (Hansen, L 2014). This process happens only near the bottom where ice is 

thick and can deliver enough pressure for non-recrystallization movement. 
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Figure 10, Inclinometer data from boreholes at the Worthington Glacier, Alaska. The black lines 

are measured after drilling, the red lines at the left-hand side after 70 days. Inclinometer data 
from basal slide would not be visible because the straight lines would be projected on eachother 
(Harper et al. 2001) 

The brittle zone lifts on top of the ductile zone, the internal deformation can be neglected in this 

upper layer. There is no much pressure and thus less internal drive. However, the internal 

deformation velocity is maximum here since the internal deformation accumulative towards the 

top. The surface layers lifts on a layer that is moving a little bit, that lifts on another moving layer, 

et cetera. The layers near the bottom have the greatest internal drive but move the slowest. This 

can be seen in Figure 10 were Harper et al. (2001) drilled boreholes in the ice of the Worthington 

Glacier, Alaska. They remeasured the boreholes three times with a final time span of 70 days. The 

basal slide is negligible since they plotted the boreholes on the same position.  

2.2. Software 

Surface deformations in two temporal orthorectified images can be seen as optical motion flow. 

There is many software packages available to measure the flow between two images, especially in 

computer-vision (Szeliski 2010; Triggs et al. 2000; Radke 2012; Sun, Roth, and Black 2010). For 

this study, one software package is taken in order to limit the extent of the research. For 

glaciology there are already developed several software packages. ImGRAFT, IMCORR and CIAS 

are designed to monitor glacial deformations. Cosi-Corr and Micmac are two packages that are 

developed to map mass movement and ground deformations, but both are also used in other 

fields.  

IMCORR is developed at the National Snow & Ice Data Center (NSIDC 2006) by Scambos, 

Dutkiewicz, Wilson, & Bindschadler (1992). It is written in FORTAN and C languages. IMCORR is 

Unix-based, however Tody Benham wrote a Windows Graphical User Interface for it, which is 

called VisiCorr (Dowdeswell and Benham 2003). 

CIAS (Correlation Image AnalysiS) is a free correlation software written by Kääb & Vollmer (2000) 

(A. Kääb 2005a). It is able to track motion in two precisely co-registered images. It can work with 

normalized cross-correlation or orientation correlation implemented. CAIS is developed in IDL and 

integrated in Exelis ENVI. It is not open source. 
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ImGRAFT is developed at Centre for Ice and Climate, Niels Bohr Institute, at the University of 

Copenhagen. It is written by Messerli & Grinsted (2014). It is an open source image geo-

rectification and feature tracking toolbox for Matlab.  

Cosi-Corr (Co registration of Optically Sensed Images and Correlation) is written at California 

Institute of Technology. It is used in many fields, such as co seismic deformation, sand dune 

migrations, slow landslides and glacier flows (Lucieer, Jong, and Turner 2014; Ayoub, Leprince, 

and Keene 2009; Leprince, Barbot, et al. 2007). Cosi-Corr is also developed in IDL and integrated 

in Exelis ENVI. 

MicMac (Multi Image Matches for Auto Correlation Methods) is French Linux-based open source 

software package developed by Marc Pierrot-Desseilligny. The matching process has a pyramidal 

approach and derives a dense point cloud using an energy minimization function and regularization 

(Pierrot-Deseilligny, Marc and Paparoditis 2006; Rosu et al. 2014; Girod 2012). Much of its 

documentation is in French. MicMac is capable of carrying out the complete process from the raw 

UAV data to structure from motion and create a deformation map. 

Algorithms 

Vogel et al. (2012) did quantitative measurements of glacier flow over time. They used different 

optical flow algorithms. Vogel et al. found out that the strength of the local image gradients are 

important in the algorithms. There is a trade-off between feature matching and interpolation 

between features. Using traditional remote sensing, sub-pixel detection is important. The spatial 

resolution can be bigger than the actual measured deformation (Debella-Gilo and Kääb 2011). Six 

algorithms are evaluated by Heid & Kääb (2012). They conclude that cross-correlation on 

orientation images and software plug in Cosi-Corr outperform all other algorithms. Rosu et al. 

(2014) experimented with three sub-pixel correlators, Cosi-Corr, MicMac and Medicis. They 

measured ground displacement by seismotectonic events and conclude that Cosi-Corr works great 

with very large correlation windows, although it has not many parameters for the user to choose 

from. According to them MicMac appears to be less vulnerable to noise.  

All packages have been briefly tested on a small part of the glacier. ImGRAFT gave good first 

results and it should be further investigated in a future research. It is point feature-based and 

therefore the produced map does not contain continuous data. This makes it fast but data need to 

be interpolated to have a complete coverage. CIAS is not available in the IDL command line and 

cannot be implemented in a model. Mic-mac and IMCORR are difficult to install because there are 

non-Windows programs. The first tests of Cosi-Corr gave very good results. Heid & Kääb (2012) 

already pointed out that Cosi-Corr and its cross-correlation algorithms can be used in glaciology. 

Cosi-Corr’s IDL environment allows modelling the full process. This reduces the actions of the user, 

especially when settings need to be re-run. To narrow down this research Cosi-Corr is the only 

correlator that will be used in this research. 

Computations 

All calculations are done on a Personal Computer with an Intel processor I5 4590 quad-core 

3.3GHz, RAM 8GB DDR3-12800 and a Radeon graphical card R9 270 2GB. Typical processing times 

where 12 min for a Frequency correlation (F) W128 (initial Window) F62 (Final window), 27 min for 
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FC with W256 F128 and 144 min for a FC with W512 F128 run, with step sizes of 16px with a 

20cm ortho-mosaic input. 

2.3. Unmanned Arial System 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are used in remote sensing in many fields (Niethammer et al. 

2012; Hatson, de Roeck, and Ducheyne, n.d.; Mancini et al. 2013; Lucieer, Jong, and Turner 

2014; Zarco-Tejada, González-Dugo, and Berni 2012), but are yet quite uncommon in glaciology 

(Whitehead, Moorman, and Hugenholtz 2013; W. W. Immerzeel et al. 2014). UAV flights are 

relative cheap compared to traditional remote sensing acquisitions. Space-borne images are 

expensive and air-borne flights above the Himalayas are difficult. Air-borne flights are also 

expensive, due to the altitudes and extreme weather conditions. Receiving traditional remote 

sensing imagery may take a long time and weather conditions can make fly-overs useless. UAV 

can be used on-demand and can operate underneath cloud covers. However, many lighter UAVs 

are very sensitive to wind and light conditions. Unmanned aerial systems may be the bridge over 

the gap between terrestrial observations and traditional remote sensing.  

UAVs can provide ultra-high resolution images. Spatial resolution depends on on operation height 

of the flight and typically varies between 1 and 20cm. It is able to create ortho-photographs and 

elevation models. The images have an overlap and can be stitched together and allow a DEM to be 

created using the principles of stereo-photogrammetry (Lucieer, Jong, and Turner 2014). 

UAVs proved themselves to be useful in landslide mapping (Niethammer et al. 2012). Lucieer et al. 

(2014) used Cosi-Corr semi-automatic and successfully captured the displacement, but they 

encountered problems with retreating of the main scarp. Therefore, some extra attention should 

be given to the glacial ice cliffs in this study. Scarps and ice cliffs show a similar movement in the 

opposite direction of the main flow. Lucieer et al. (2014) evaluated different types of input data. 

They used a UAV to create multi-temporal DEMs from the Structure from Motion process and Multi-

View Stereopsis workflow was used. Their optical resolution was 1 cm with a horizontal RMSE of 

7.4 cm and vertical RMSE 6.2 cm (Lucieer, Jong, and Turner 2014).  

Immerzeel, et al. (2014) were the first to use a UAV to monitor glacier dynamics in the Himalayas. 

They used the two datasets of 2013 used in this research. They worked in a combined team of 

researchers from the International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD), the 

federal technical institute of Zurich ETH Switzerland and the Utrecht University. They manually 

tracked a small amount of objects based on visual inspection.  

Whitehead et al. (2013) also used UAVs and photogrammetry for glaciological measurements. 

They studied the Fountain Glacier in Antarctica and created a 1 m resolution DEM and a 0.1 m 

ortho with aerial triangulation. Whitehead et al. also tracked glacial flow by hand, but compared it 

with a SAR interferometry and found that the velocities are within 0.5 m a-1 of each other. 
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3. Study Area 
The study area of this research is the lower part of the Lirung glacier, which is positioned 100 km 

north of Kathmandu in the Langtang National Park, Nepal. The Langtang catchment is about 360 

km2 and is located on the Main Central Thrust zone in the Himalaya mountain range. The National 

park has been under constant hydro-meteorological and glaciological observation since 1981. The 

Lirung debris-covered glacier is located west in the Langtang catchment as shown in Figure 11.The 

glacier used to be tribute to the main Langtang glacier.  

 

Figure 11 The study area is located in Langtang National Park, Nepal. The study area is outlined 
with red in the right satellite image.  

The accumulation area of the Lirung glacier spreads on the steep slope of Langtang Lirung. This 

mountain summits at 7227 metre above sea level (MASL). The ablation area is disconnected from 

the accumulation area by a steep rock cliff that is free of ice. Only snow avalanches and direct 

snowfall feed the glacier.  

The elevation of the ablation area is between 4000 and 4400 MASL, but the maximum elevation of 

the study area is 4200 MASL due to inaccessibility. The accumulation area of the glacier is covered 

by debris with a thickness from 0.5 meters near the top to about 3 meters near the terminus. The 

length of the ablation area is approximately 3500 m. 

The thickness of the ice was 157 ± 10 m near upper limit of the study area used in this research 

and 20 m ± 5 m near the terminus in the year of 1999 (Gades et al. 2000). Naito et al. (1998) 

estimated the thickness respectively more than 100 m and 50 m in 1996. However, they 

estimated the ice thickness based on flow measurements, while Gades used radio echo-sounding 

techniques.  

Dynamics of debris-covered glaciers are quite unstudied due to the traditional monitoring 

methods. For this research, the Lirung glacier is chosen to study the effects of debris-covers and 

its glacier dynamics, like down wasting and stagnant terminus. The relative easy access to the 

glacier from the nearby village is also a advantage. 
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3.1. Climate 

The Indian monsoon is the most prominent event in the Langtang catchment. There is a large 

number of precipitation days during this period from June to August. During the monsoon 

approximately 77% of the annual precipitation falls and precipitation occurs almost daily, as shown 

in Figure 12 (W. Immerzeel et al. 2014; Fountain, Nakao, and Raymond 2000). On average the 

Langtang catchment receives 814 mm a-1 of precipitation (Uppala et al. 2005), but in general the 

daily amount does not exceed 20 mm d-1 (Walter W. Immerzeel et al. 2012).  

Precipitation occurs on only a few days in the dry season, running from November to May. This is 

caused by occasional winter westerlies troughs passing by. The intensities of those events are high 

and result mainly in snow.  

 

Figure 12, Daily precipitation bars in black. Hourly temperatures are in grey lines at a pluviometer 
at 1406 MASL. 68% to 89% of the rainfall occurs during the monsoon. Data from 8 May 2012 to 1 
May 2013 (W. Immerzeel et al. 2014) 

Temperature is strongly correlated with elevation (Sakai, Fujita, and Kubota 2004). As shown in 

Figure 13, the temperatures at the Langtang catchment can decrease by elevation from -0.0046 

°C m-1 during the monsoon to -0.0064 °C m-1 during the pre-monsoon season. For the non-

monsoon seasons (October to June) the mean daily air temperature is 0.5 °C averaged over a 

period from 1957 to 2002 (Uppala et al. 2005). However, the daily average temperature of the 

surface at the Lirung glacier reaches 20 °C (Sakai et al. 1997) and depends on several conditions 

such as debris thickness, humidity and wind. As shown in Figure 12 the temperature at the Lirung 

glacier (+4000 MASL) during the summer does not reach below freezing point, while in winter the 

temperature does not exceed melting point.  
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Figure 13 Mean daily temperature plotted against elevation for seven locations and four seasons 
from 8 May 2012 to 1 May 2013 in the Langtang catchment (W. Immerzeel et al. 2014). 

The discharge in glacial rivers is at maximum in the summer season, June to September, because 

precipitation is mainly rainfall and glacier and snowmelt takes place. During the winter, the 

discharge is at minimum and mainly consists of a constant base flow. The air temperature is 

generally below freezing and melting does not occur. The inflow of the rain water or melt water is 

negligible during winters (Sakai et al. 1997). 

Immerzeel et al. (W. Immerzeel et al. 2010) conclude that the rivers of the HKH region are 

seasonal rivers. Melting of glaciers and snow occur generally during the rain season. Future 

decrease in the amount of melt water will partially compensated for by an increase in precipitation 

(W. Immerzeel et al. 2010). However, in some rivers the input of glacier water into summer river 

flow could be as high as 70-80 per cent (Zemp 2007). With natural and human-related droughts, 

melt water might be essential for nature and people living downstream.  

The Lirung glacier is the region of interest in this research. The melt water of this glacier flows in 

the Langtang Khola Rivier to the nearby Trisuli River. This river ends up in the Narayani/Gandaki 

(Nepal/India), which flows to Ganges and eventually in the Bay of Bengal. The water passes one of 

the most densely populated areas in the world such as northern India and Bangladesh. 

    

Figure 14, Multi Model Average (MMA) outcome of the research done by Immerzeel et al. (2011). 
Base flow is the most important factor in the winter months. During the summer, rainfall and even 
more glacial flow together can account for more than 85% of the total discharge. 
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The Lirung glacier is most likely a temperate, warm-based glacier (Walter W. Immerzeel et al. 

2012). This is concluded from its location in south eastern part of the Himalayas, its morphological 

characteristics, the wet climate and it has a monsoon season. Therefore, both basal sliding and 

internal deformation play a role in surface motion. The top of the glacier flows, while the terminus 

is stagnant (W. W. Immerzeel et al. 2014). 
Maximum ablation 10 cm day-1 would occur with a debris thickness of 2.5 cm at the Lirung glacier. 

On average the Lirung glacier has a cover that is thicker than 0,5 m and thus has an insulating 

effect. The dust on the Lirung have albedo values between 0.15-0.22, which is substantially lower 

than the 0.39 albedo of bare ice (Adhikary S., M. Nakawo, K. Seko 2000). 

4. Method 
Remote Sensing can be used to measure surface displacement velocities on the glacier. However, 

a UAV is used due to the weather conditions and budget. Three UAV image datasets are available 

with a timespan over 1 year. Comparing these datasets will provide insight in the surface dynamics 

of glaciers and their flow velocity. The manually tracking of the images is laborious and time 

consuming. Algorithms for automatic motion tracking will be applied.  

In this chapter, the data acquisition and processes from raw images to surface displacements are 

explained. The first subchapter described the used UAV and flight data, followed by the Structure 

from Motion workflow. 

Raw data from the three UAV flights have been processed into DEMs and ortho-mosaics. Different 

types of input data are compared, such as slopes, ortho-mosaics and hillshades. The best data 

type will be used in further research in spatial resolutions and correlation assessments.  

A visual measured ground-truth matrix is created, in order to check the quality of the modelled 

output of Cosi-Corr. This matrix consists of approximately 500 random points that are measured 

by hand. The input data of both the manually and automated correlations are the same maps. 

Therefore, the error of the input data can be neglected when comparing the two methods.  

4.1. Fieldwork 

4.1.1. Data acquisition 

There are three datasets used in this study: May 2013 (in del coded as: A), October 2013 (B), May 

2014 (C) and. The flights that are taken in May are pre-monsoon flights, the one in October is 

post-monsoon and around the end of the melting season. The end-of-summer snow line 

corresponds to the equilibrium-line altitude because the snow did not melted away above this line 

and the snow is situated in the accumulation zone. The snow that was below this line melted away 

and thus located in the ablation zone. There was no snow visible in the photos. This indicates that 

covered part of the glacier is the ablation zone. 
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Figure 15, Overview of the three survey periods based on the 13 UAV flights with their 
approximate covered area, positions of the gathered images selected for processing, locations of 
the ground control points (GCP) and locations of the tie points (W. W. Immerzeel et al. 2014). 

The flights were scheduled in the mornings to maximize flight stability, image quality and to have 

the same orientation of shadows. In the mornings, the wind is at minimum strength due to the 

turning point of the diurnal valley circulations. All of the UAV flights were launched from a boulder 

on the ridge of the eastern lateral moraine. The autopilot preformed circular auto-landings on a 

nearby flat terrain. For all the flights, the images had a 70% overlap in flight direction and 60% in 

perpendicular to flight direction.  

4.1.2. Operational UAV 

For this study the unmanned aerial vehicle Swinglet CAM and the eBee from SenseFly are used 

(SenseFly 2014). The cruise speed of the Swinglet is at 10 m s-1 and the battery can last for for 

approximately 30 minutes flights. The controls can be handled manually, however the autopilot is 

used. The UAV flies on waypoints with a pre-programmed flight path. The eMotion software helps 

with setting up a flight plan and calculates at which points photos need to be taken. There is a 

radio connection between the computer and the Swinglet. This allows having inflight information 

monitoring and adjustments. The UAV has multiple onboard sensors. It has a wind meter that is 

used for flight corrections. The GPS receive keep track of its exact location that is used for flight 

control and it speeds up further image processing. The altimeter information is needed to calculate 

the DEM. 
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Figure 16, Swinglet CAM unmanned aerial vehicle of SensFly used for remote sensing, it create a 
spatial resolution of 3cm (SenseFly 2014). 

On board a Canon IXUS 125 HS is mounted. The 16 megapixel (4608 x 3456 pixels) captures 

JPEGS. The camera’s focal length was wide-angled 4.3 mm (24 mm equivalent) and has some 

barrel distortion. Wide open has the camera an aperture of F/3.2. The Dynamic Range of this 

camera is 9.5 EV at ISO100, which is quite high. (Techradar 2014). Signal to Noise Ratio for this 

camera is for a ISO100 39 dB, which is excellent image quality (Mazzetta, Claude, and Wageneck 

2005). In the datasets used in this study the ISO values range between 125 and 250 and the 

shutter speeds between 1/320 and 1/1200s. The change in ISO causes some quality differences 

between the images, but is not significant. The images are sharper near the centres and it 

decreases near the corners. 

4.2. UAV-based Structure from Motion process 

Stereo-photometry is a major advantage of UAV flights. The overlap between multiple photographs 

can be used to determine a Digital Elevation model. These calculations are based on the Structure 

from Motion principle.  

4.2.1. Mosaic image 

Most sensors in traditional remote sensing are recording imagery by using a swap method. Such 

sensors scan a short line and after the vehicle moves, further it records a new line. The sensor 

repeat this process for every line of pixels, it shows similarities to an office scanner. Every line is 

saved into one long image. In theory, this image has only a fixed width due to the sensor, but 

there is no limit on how many lines it can combine in one image. This process creates long images 

that are called swaps. 

Many UAVs use non-professional cameras that take one fixed size photograph. In theory, such 

cameras also work with curtain line-for-line capturing. However, the daily-use cameras in the UAV 

have fixed number of lines, because for every line another part of the sensor is used. In flights 

with non-professional remote sensing sensors multiple image are taken of the region of interest. 

For remote sensing it is necessary to combine images, e.g. for comparing images, in geo-

references and during ortho-rectification. Images are stitched together based on the Structure 

from Motion workflow that uses feature tracers. The output is one large image that is called a 

mosaic-image. 

Mosaic images are multiple combined photographs. Between two photographs should be at least 

60% overlap and the same traceable features (Lemmens 2011). Images can be stitched together 

based on these features, called tie-points. A tie point is a feature, e.g. rocks, boulders, edges, 

man-made feature or anything that is clearly visible on both images. With a minimum of four tie 

points, a stitch can be made. Four tie points of one image are positioned over the four 

corresponding tie point in another image.  

In flight dynamics, there are 6 degrees of freedom: forward/backward, up/down, left/right, pitch, 

yaw and roll. Movement in any degree of freedom result in different ground coverage in every 

photograph. Together with lens distortion, a spatial transformation is needed to compensate for 
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any optical errors. An affine transformation is possible, but a second order polynomial 

transformation is used in many cases due to distortion of the lens.  

4.2.2. Rectification 

Coordinate systems are essential in communication and comparing data. Raw sensor images do 

not have information about the real-world coordinates and need to be linked to imagery. This is 

done by field-measured coordinates by dGPS. These points can be found in the image. The right 

coordinates can be linked to every pixel in the image by a second order polynomial transformation. 

This process is called geo-rectification.  

Some satellites do have a geo-location accuracy of 3 meter, such as Worldview-4 (Cnes 2013). 

This means that a pixel has the right real-world coordinates with 90% change with 3 m accuracy. 

This accuracy is however not enough for glaciology research. The UAV used in this research has 

very poor geo-location accuracy because the vehicle is not stable and low on-board GPS accuracy. 

Ortho-rectification is a process that correct for the elevation distortion. Every non-nadir pixel has a 

false coordinate location in the image. Ground Control Points (GCP) could correct for this incorrect 

projection, but need interpolation in between the GCPs. The gradient of the terrain (slope) can be 

large and vary locally. Interpolation is not possible in such terrain, because the values in between 

the CGP are changing. Every pixel should have its own GCP. The ortho-rectify workflow adjusts 

pixels with an elevation model. The false projection in imagery by relief can be corrected by an 

underlying DEM as shown in Figure 17.  

There are fundamental differences between UAV and traditional photogrammetry. Firstly, UAVs do 

not have exact Exterior and Interior Orientation information. In traditional photogrammetry Bundle 

Block Adjustment (BBA) are used to solve the exterior orientation of each photograph. The 

Exterior Orientation (EO) of a camera is the camera position and orientation, which are unknown 

or limited accurate in UAVs. The Interior Orientation (IO) of the camera is based on focal length 

principle point and lens distortion. The EO and IO are used for geo-locate the sensor and the exact 

coverage of the imagery. Secondly, UAVs have large rotational and angular variations between 

images. This can be partly solved with tie-points when merging photographs. Together with the 

relative low flight elevation to the local elevations, this can create local distortion in the final 

mosaic image. Thirdly, UAVs have high variability in illumination, occlusions and different spatial 

resolutions. 

  

Figure 17, Raw imagery need to be corrected for local relief. A digital elevation model is used to 
estimate the correct location of a pixel. This process is called ortho-rectification. 
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All of these UAV problems are mainly caused by flight instability, but can be reduced by a large 

amount of tie-points that occur in multiple photos. For this reason, photographs should have a 

70% overlap in flight direction and 60% in perpendicular to flight direction. Some of the tie-points 

can occur in nine different photographs, to lower the errors within the photos. With automated tie-

point detection more observations for BBA can be generated and thus improving the accuracy of 

the results (Turner, Lucieer, and Watson 2012; Plets 2012). 

4.2.3. Structure from Motion 

Structure from Motion (SfM) is a range imaging technique. It recovers a 3D scene from 2D 

projected images in stereo vision. Structure from Motion uses feature-tracking algorithms to detect 

and trace features within each image. Two or more overlapping images from a multi-view 

perspective contain information about epipolar geometry. A BBA is applied to these features to 

estimate the EO and IO of each camera plane and based on this information the distance to the 

features can be calculated. The output of the structure from motion workflow is a spare 3D cloud.  

The program used for the SfM in this study is Arcsoft and it uses the SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature 

Transform) feature tracker. SIFT is a region detector and is robustness against changes in 

rotation, scale, affine distortion and partial illumination changes. It is a popular feature detector in 

Computer Vision and due to its robustness SIFT is applicable on UAV data (Lucieer, Jong, and 

Turner 2014). 

A more denser point cloud of terrain points is calculated using MVS (Multi-View Stereo) techniques 

from three or more images (Campbell et al. 2008). This cloud is often retextured by the original 

photographs for 3D orthographical mosaics or every pixel is given an elevation value to compute a 

DEM. 

4.3. Auto Cross-Correlations by Cosi-Corr 

A way to calculate the surface displacements is to tracked debris by hand (W. W. Immerzeel et al. 

2014). This is process is very time consuming. The software Cosi-Corr can process large high-

resolution imagery to track debris on a high spatial scale. It uses automated cross-correlations to 

determine the displacement.  

4.3.1. Cosi-Corr software 

Cosi-Corr was originally written for studying tectonics, but it is proven to be useful for 

displacement monitoring in glaciology (Heid and Kääb 2012). The first to use Cosi-Corr in 

glaciology was Scherler et al. (2008). They monitored the Khumbu glacier in Nepal, which is very 

similar to the Lirung glacier. The glaciology research with Cosi-Corr continued (Scherler, 

Bookhagen, and Strecker 2011; Quincey and Glasser 2009). 

The code of Cosi-Corr is not open-source. It is a plugin inside Envi and a new window opens where 

input files are required. That makes it difficult to tweak the process or to automate the process. A 

complete model with pre and post processing is written in Envis IDL for this thesis. There is only 

one way to call Cosi-Corr in Envis IDL. It is the batch command: 

 IDL> cosi_batch_correlation, master.txt, slave.txt, CORR=correlation.txt, OUT=output.txt 
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The batch command is used for running multiple inputs all at once. It requires four files with 

information about the master-file location, slave-file location, correlation and the output location 

and name. Cosi-Corr outputs a file that comes with three different channels. Channel 1 is a flow 

field North to South (NtoS). The pixel value indicates the displacement in southern direction. This 

is projected in the master-file. The second channel is a similar layer with East to West (EtoW) 

displacement. Both EtoW and NtoS layers form the x- and y-component of a vector. This can be 

calculated with the Pythagorean triples. The third channel is a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). This 

layer quantifies the quality of the correlation and ranges from zero. In this range means zero there 

is no correlation and one means a perfect correlation (Leprince, Barbot, et al. 2007). This layer 

could work as a quality mask for the EtoW and NtoS layers.  

Cosi-Corr has two correlators with different principles. One is a statistic correlator and the other a 

frequency based correlator.  

Statistic correlation 

 

Figure 18, Statistic correlation method compares correlation coefficients from the master window 
and a corresponding slave window. This occurs within a search range in the slave image. The 
position of the next window is determined by the step-size. 

The statistical correlator of Cosi-Corr is based on a window in the master image that computes 

correlation coefficients with a corresponding moving window in a slave image. The correlator 

maximizes the absolute values of the correlation coefficients. This technique is robust, but coarse 

compared to the other frequency correlator. The statistic correlator is recommended for correlating 

image that have optical noise. It can also be used for correlating two different type of data, such 

as a hillshade together with an ortho-mosaic (Ayoub, Leprince, and Keene 2009). The master 

thesis by Yaseen (2009) investigates the parameters of Cosi-Corr at the International Institute for 

Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation. He concludes that Cosi-Corr’s frequency 

correlator gave the best results and for accuracy of displacement estimation, a flat non-moving 

area should be selected. 

Frequency correlation 
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The frequency correlator of Cosi-Corr is a two-step process that is Fourier based. The first step 

roughly estimates the displacement on pixel level, while the second smaller window estimates the 

sub-pixel displacement. It is more precise than the statistic correlator is, but the frequency 

correlator is more sensitive to noise. It uses a 2D Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) to correlate 

windows in the frequency domain. The correlation is based on the phase difference of the two 

windows, where it finds the maximum of the cross correlation. It is weighted by a bell-shaped 

window, so it centre-weight the matching. This makes the correlator more certain where the match 

actually comes from within the window. However, it can still correlate in areas that are outside the 

centre when there is low contrast. The frequency correlator uses a mask to threshold the 

amplitude of the log-spectrum to reduce noise. 

Figure 19, Frequency correlator is a two-step process. It calculates 2D Fast Fourier Transformation 
(FFT) from both the initial windows in the master and slave windows. It results in a displacement 
on pixel scale. The second step is the same process with a smaller window for sub-pixel detection. 

 Discrete Fourier Transform 

An image is a two dimensional spatial signal and can be seen as a function 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦). A Discrete 

Fourier Transformation (DFT) represents this image as the weighted sum of basis 2D sinusoidal 

functions. This results in a 2D spectrum 𝐹(𝑢, 𝑣) of spatial frequencies. A DFT takes discrete 

numbers (pixels) and convert them into frequency log-spectrum. A simple Fourier series is based 

on a periodic function in a discrete spectrum with fixed dimensions, a raster image, the number of 

samples is known. Images are almost never complete non-periodic functions. A Fourier Transform 

(FT) solves this with non-periodic functions that approach infinity. The DFT can be written as 

(Heideman, Johnson, and Burrus 1985) 

 
𝐹(𝑛) = ∑ 𝑓(𝑛)𝑒𝑖2𝜋𝑘

𝑛
𝑁

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

 (4) 

For 𝑛 = 0,1 and 𝑁 − 1 as sampling rate. 𝑁 is the size of the window and 𝑛 represents the center of a 

pixel. This equation is based on Euler’s formula: 

 𝑒𝑖𝜃 = cos(𝜃) + 𝑖 sin(𝜃) (5) 

The 𝑒−𝑖𝑘𝜋 is a representation of cosines and complex sinus functions with 𝑘 as wave number. The 

original pixel value 𝑓(𝑛) is multiplied by a cosine and a sine, which is a cross-correlator. 
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Fast Fourier Transform 

Fast Fourier Transformations (FFT) are efficient algorithms for running Discrete Fourier 

Transformations (DFT). There are many different FFTs, but the Cooley-Tukey FFT is most used 

(Stone 1966). It is a re-invented the algorithm that was written by C. Gauss in 1805 (Heideman, 

Johnson, and Burrus 1985). It computes even and odd 𝑛 (pixels) separated, therefore the 

requirement of this algorithm is that the number of samples 𝑁 in the function should be a power of 

two. It breaks down the signal into smaller pieces and this ‘divide and conquer’ principle speeds up 

the transformation. Fast Fourier Transform 𝑓 that describes function 𝑓 towards infinity is defined 

as: 

 𝑓(𝜔) =  ∫ 𝑓(𝑛)𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑛
∞

−∞

 𝑑𝑥 (6) 

The results of this equation are sequences in the frequency domain. The frequencies are running 

from 0 to 2𝜋. The 𝑑𝑥 is the size of DFT frequency bins and is relative to the sample rate 𝑛 from the 

DFT equation (Thévenaz, Blu, and Unser 2000). Comparing the DFT function 𝐹(𝑢, 𝑣) and the 

original function 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦), results in a complex number by the correlator and contain the amplitude 

and phase of every sine.  

Every point in the logarithm spectrum represents a sinus wave function based on the amplitude 

and frequency. According to the Fourier theorem, the sum of these wave functions should 

approach the original pixel pattern, as shown in Figure 20. In reality, the wave functions can 

exactly have the same value as a pixel, because only the pixel centre is needed. It is common to 

shift the lower frequencies in the centre of the graph of two-dimensional DFTs, because of further 

masking possibilities in imagery. The input function 𝐹(𝑢, 𝑣) is built up from pixels and therefore, it 

should be seen as a rectangular function. The FFT of rectangular function result in normalized sinc 

function, where sinc(0) = 1. 

 

Figure 20, Left: The values of a line of pixels from the Lirung glacier is plotted in the left graph. 
The number of pixels (𝑁) is 1000. Frequency bin size is 2𝜋/𝑁. Right: This computes with a FFT 

algorithm into a log-spectrum. An inverse FFT (iFFT) compute the original spatial domain.  

The FFT output is a complex number and contains a real part and an imaginary part. The 

amplitude is calculated by the Root of the Sum of the Squared (RSS) real and imagery parts. It 

has a typical peak near low frequencies. The 𝐹(0) sine does not oscillate and determines the 

average amplitude of 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦). The corresponding phase spectrum is almost completely a random 

pattern and computed by the inverse tangent of imaginary part divided by the real part. Cosi-Corr 
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uses this phase spectrum because it is less influenced by the intensity of the pixel and therefore, 

different illuminations, such as shadows, are less important.  

2D Fast Fourier Transform 

In Figure 20, a Fast Fourier Transform was computed from one single function, a line consisting of 

pixels. A FFT computation of a complete two-dimensional image is a two-step process. The first 

computations are FFTs of every row and followed by the second computations of FFT of every line 

(Exelis 2015). This results in a matrix with same resolution as the input image.  

The origin of the graph is centred for mask possibilities. There are two types of filters. Firstly, a 

high pass filter sets the centre amplitude to zero. The high frequencies are filtered out. An inverse 

FFT of a high pass filter shows only edges. Secondly, a low pass filter results in a blurry image. 

The inverse FFT image is lacking low frequencies and thus the textures are visible and not the 

edges. The masking option of the frequency correlator in Cosi-Corr is a high frequency filter.  

The typical straight cross lines at 𝑣, 𝑢 = 0 are the result of the window edges. The DFT assumes 

that the window size equals to one period. The result of this assumption is that the image is 

repeating itself infinitely in both x and y directions.  

Figure 21, Left: Simplified 2D functions with the corresponding FFT log-spectra (') of a cross (A) 
and simplified rocks (B). The log spectra have unique patterns, based on edges. Right: A square 
window (128px) from the Lirung Glacier (C) is shown with its corresponding log-spectrum (C’).  

Cosi-Corr does uses the principle of a 2D FFT, but does not combine it into an image. It uses one 

FFT to compute the displacement per line an East to West shift (EtoW). The maximum correlation 

coefficient determines the displacement. Another series of FFT transformations is done per row in 

both images results in a North to South (NtoS) displacement (Leprince, Avouac, et al. 2007).This 

speeds up the process, but is vulnerable for noise image with repetitive patterns. 

Cross - Correlation 

Inside the DFT function is a basic cross-correlator located. A correlator measures similarities 

between functions. In other words, it measures how present one function is in another. In the case 

of DFT the correlator tests the presence of every new sine in the function Fourier function 𝐹(𝑛) in 

the original function 𝑓(𝑛). The simplified equation of a cross correlator is: 

 
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝐹,𝑓 =  ∑ 𝐹(𝑛) 𝑓(𝑛)

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

 (7) 
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It is a basic multiply and accumulation process and results in a correlation coefficient. To find the 

most corresponding sine to the function 𝑓, the 𝐹(𝑛) function shifts in a 𝑛 step relative to function 𝑓. 

Every shift has its own correlation coefficient. The maximum of the correlation coefficient 

determines the best correlation. This is only possible when the both functions have roughly the 

same order of values. The normalized cross correlation solves this problem: 

 
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟_𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑥,𝑦 =  

∑ 𝑓(𝑛)𝑓′(𝑛)𝑁−1
𝑛=0

√∑ 𝑓(𝑛)2𝑁−1
𝑛=0 ∑ 𝑓′(𝑛)2𝑁−1

𝑛=0

 
(8) 

In this equation example, the Fourier sequence of one master image 𝑓 is correlated with the 

Fourier sequence of the second slave image 𝑓′. The sequences are shifted in 𝑛 steps along each 

other to find the correlating shift. The 𝑛 determine the displacement and the accuracy. 

Cross-correlations are used in FFT, but they are also used to correlate one Fourier domain with 

another. Cosi-Corr uses a Gaussian function during the correlation the two sequences. This 

weights the centre more. This results in a correlation that is more edge-based. This effect can be 

increased by using a binary mask image that filters out the high frequencies.  

4.3.2. Artificial Displacement 

A technique which has been used by used by Rosu et al. (2014) is to create an artificial 

displacement, to rest for background noise of Cosi-Corr. A map with artificial displacement is 

created and correlated, see Figure 22. The velocities are increasing from zero to 70 m a-1 in seven 

equal steps. The frequency correlator has been used with an initial window size of 128px and a 

final window size of 64px. An extra zone is added at the right hand side to test for extreme 

velocities.  

Figure 22, Left: Cosi-Corr’s automated correlation of an artificial displaced section of the Lirung 
glacier. Mid: the manually correlated map. Right: Difference map between the manually and the 
automated correlation maps. A mismatch can be found around the edge of the high velocity and 
areas with no displacement. F W128 F64 S16 
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In Figure 22 the east to west artificial displacement is shown. Both east-to-west and north-to-

south direction are modelled, but they do not show different behaviour. The correlation results 

have clear borders between displacements, but Cosi-Corr contains some noise. Especially near the 

border between high displacement and no displacement. However, such clear borders are unlikely 

occurring at surface displacement of glaciers. This test indicates that Cosi-Corr is correlating fine 

with the Lirung ortho-mosaics and can correlate great displacements up to 70 m/a.  

4.3.3. Data 

In this study, different kinds of input data are assessed. Three optical based derivations 

(brightness, Laplacian Enriched Brightness and Principle component) and three DEM based (slope 

aspect and shade) relief will be correlated. Finally, different spatial resolutions will be examined. 

Input Data 

The Cosi-Corr’s algorithm cannot handle multi-channel image, like the RGB imagery shot by a 

UAV. This data should be transformed in a grey scale image. The ortho-mosaics can be computed 

in to brightness image. The brightness is based on the sum of the ratios of the RGB bans.  

 𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =   0.2126 ∗ 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑1 +  0.7152 ∗ 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑3 +  0.0722 ∗ 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑3 (9) 

The Laplacian enriched brightness image is based on the brightness equation, but it uses a 

Laplacian operator over an image that enlarges contrast-rich edges. Multiplying the Laplacian 

image with the original image improve sharpness and increases the contrast in edges. 

The Principle Component analysis (PC) is based on the principle that some of the bands have often 

the same information about an object. A PC analysis is used to remove the correlations among 

bands to create a new band with non-correlation information. The variation of pixel values is 

identified based on the optimum linear combination of bands. (Lim, Sohn, and Lee 2001).  

Three derivations of the ortho based imagery:  

 Brightness 

 Laplacian enriched brightness 

 Principle Component 1 

The Structure from Motion process created an ortho-mosaic image and a Digital Elevation Model 

(DEM). The DEM itself is not suitable for correlations because it has almost no textures. Products 

derived from a DEM like slope, aspect and hillshade do have textures. In the DEM derivatives, the 

‘surface’ the glacier is computed and has therefore no optical noise. In theory, this is an advantage 

over the ortho-mosaic, which contain blur, shadow and grain noise. However, the DEM is based on 

Structure from Motion and this process encountered the noise in the prior computation stage. The 

slope is based on the local slope, so the edges of boulders and ice cliffs are highlighted. A shaded 

relief or hillshade is an original DEM with artificial shadows. The aspect image is colourized by 

compass points. 
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Three derivations of the DEM based imagery: 

 Slope 

 Hillshade/ Shade Relief 

 Aspect 

The influence of spatial resolutions is assessed. The original ortho-mosaics have a pixel size of 

10cm. A second model is used as plugin to produce to create different spatial resolutions. The 

interpolation is based on a cubic convolution interpolation method. It closely approximates the 

theoretically optimum sinc of the interpolation function using cubic polynomials. (Reichenbach and 

Geng 2003; Exelis 2015) 

The six different spatial resolutions that are tested: 

 10 , 20, 35, 50, 100 and 200 cm 

4.3.4. Ground-Truth 

To test the capabilities of Cosi-Corr, a ground-truth map is created by hand. The errors of the 

master and slave image are neglected, because both the automated and manually correlated map 

has the same input error. The manually correlated is created by visually measuring the 

displacements between the two images. This is done by drawing lines from recognizable features, 

like boulders and bright rocks.  

          

Figure 23, Parallax, shadow and blur lower the correlation of the same boulder. The south and top 
face are visible in the left image, while the same boulder shows the north and top face in the right 

image. Left: a diagonal edge is visible with motion blur of a mosaic-photo on the right side. Right: 
The whole photo has low image quality. During manually tracking this boulder should be avoided. 

For this research, approximately 500 points are drawn randomly to track motion between the 

imagery of May 2013 (master image) and Oct 2013 (slave). High contrast rich features, like rocks, 

are tracked from the master image to the slave image. This resulted in vectors that capture the 

displacement. A North to South (NtoS) and an East to West (EtoW) file are created as output, 

similar to Cosi-Corr.  

As shown in Figure 23, parts of the ortho-mosaic contain blur, different shading and parallaxes. A 

rock that is blurred is deformed and the edge of the rock is turned into an indistinctive stroke. It is 

impossible to know the correct location of a blurry edge. The uncertainty can be high as 0.5 m and 

therefore, features with blur are not taken into the ground-truth map. Tracking a feature that has 

similar blur in both images could be possible, but this depends on the ortho-rectification. The 

rectification of a blurry feature is probably different in both images. 
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Parallax and shading can be problematic for recognizing boulders. A different shade and parallax 

can change the visual form of a rock. For these reason it is easier to recognize a cluster of rocks 

rather than single boulders.  

4.3.5. Quality assessment 

One way to measure the quality of the Cosi-Corr map is to compare the difference between the 

automated and manually correlated vectors. This can be expressed in magnitude or phase 

difference and basic statistics can computed. 

Raster data 

Cosi-Corr calculates for every pixel a displacement and therefore the data is consecutive. The 

output is a complete raster without any gaps. The ground-truth exists of approximately 500 points. 

These are based on visual inspection between two imagery. The points give a displacement at 

exact coordinates.  

To compare these ground-truth points with the Cosi-Corr raster, a normal kriging interpolation is 

applied to create a raster ground-truth map. The data in between these points is interpolated to 

the same dimensions as the automated map has. Every pixel of the manually correlated map can 

be plotted against the corresponding pixel from the automated correlation map. If the points are 

scattered around the y=x line the displacements from Cosi-Corr are in the same order of 

magnitude as the displacement in the visually correlated map. 

Figure 24, Scatter plot of the Cosi-Corr data on the y-axis against the visual based Ground-Truth 

data on the x-axis. The grey line is the y=x line. Red line is the best-fit line of the points. The 
visual based map has no velocities below 0.5 m/a during the monsoon period. According to this 
scatterplot, there is a bad correlation between the ground-truth and the Cosi-Corr map. 

In Figure 24, the modelled Cosi-Corr values are plotted against the measured ground-truth values, 

see scatterplot. The measured values have no velocities below 0.5 m/a during the monsoon 

period. The reason is unknown, however, the lacking velocity is approximately 0.2 m/summer-

observation that corresponds to the pixel size used in this example. The statistics of the best-fit 
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line are very poor. The hypothesis is that the interpolated values do not match the values of Cosi-

Corr. A scatterplot with the original ~500 manually tracked points against the corresponding ~500 

pixels of Cosi-Corr’s correlation has better statistics. An overview of both approaches is visible in 

Figure 25. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 25, Schematic process flow diagram of two ways to compare modelled raster data with 
measured point data. One way is to interpolate the point data into a flow field and compare every 

pixel. This technique introduces estimated data from the interpolation. The second technique is to 
find the corresponding points of the measured data in the modelled data. 

The coordinates of the ground-truth points can be found in the Cosi-Corr raster data. This is done 

by a bisection method in the model (Exelis 2015). In the data are a few outliners as shown in 

Figure 26. Two of these outliners have such high values (17 and 29 m/a) that they influence the 

statistics. Such high velocities are unrealistic on the glacier and therefore they are removed from 

the dataset. Removing two outliners will not influence the dataset of 500 points. They are caused 

by wrong correlations by Cosi-Corr and should be considered as noise. They are not interesting in 

the overall statistics.  

Figure 26, The red line represent the velocities of the visual-correlated points. The trend that is 
visible is caused by sorting by velocities in Microsoft Excel and has no physical correlations 
because the points are randomly taken. The black line is the pixels corresponding to the same 

coordinates as the visual-correlated points. They fluctuate more and have two outliners that are 
removed for further processing. 
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Noise can be dominating the signal. For this reason, a kernel could be used so that the 

corresponding points in Cosi-Corr are area-weighted values, but noise with large values can 

dominate statistics. A median kernel can to correct for noise and outliners as it takes the middle 

value of the sorted matrix. A kernel with a maximum velocity of 6 m a-1 can also be used. Tests 

were done with Gaussian kernel to weight surrounding pixel values. Both median and Gaussian 

kernel resulted in worse statistics and therefore, these steps are removed from the model. 

Statistics 

The scatterplot of the manually tracked points against the corresponding Cosi-Corr points is an 

indication of the quality of the automated correlation. The coefficient of determination (R2) 

indicates the spread of the points that are plotted. A R2 of one indicates all the points are located 

on a line. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) measures the average magnitude of the error. It 

weighted large errors. The RMSE is an indication of the presence of large errors.  

 

Figure 27, Scatterplot of the visual measured ground-truth points against the corresponding points 
from the map of Cosi-Corr. This best fit indicates an average overestimation of Cosi-Corr with 
velocities above 1 m a-1 and an average underestimation with lower velocities.  

Another statistics tool is a best-fit line of the points. The best-fit line should approximate y=x. In 

this case, the values of the automated displacement equal the values of the manually tracked 

points. The best-fit line is representing the trend line in the scatterplot. The slope (m) determines 

the angle of the linear function and thus the ratio of over- and underestimation. It should 

approximate one. The y-intercept (b) should be zero for a perfect correlation.  

Vectors 

A projected raster image contains x and y coordinates. The pixel can contain only one value. 

Vectors have two dimensions (dx,dy) and a magnitude. Therefore, a pixel value can either be the 

velocity in the x-displacement or in the y-displacement. Cosi-Corr uses an image for the North-to-

South (NtoS) flow field and thus displacement in y-direction. Another image is used for the East-

to-West (EtoW) field that represents the displacement in x-direction. Note that the NtoS field has 

positive values towards the south. Pythagorean triples can be used to calculate the velocity. A 

R2: 0.75 

RMSE:  0.93 m/a 

Best-fit:  y = 0.94 x+0.08 
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vector map can be visualized by the NtoS field and EtoW field. Such maps show both velocity and 

direction. 

 

Figure 28, The modelled vector (�⃗�) can be compared to the measured vector (�⃗⃗�). The Angular 

Error (AE, θ) is the angle between the vectors. The correction vector (𝑐) is an indication of the 

incorrect displacement. The Velocity Error (VE, ‖�⃗⃗�‖) is the magnitude difference.  

Angular Error (AE) is the angle between the measured vector and the modeled vector (θ). It shows 

the error in direction in degrees. The AE is more sensitive for small (�⃗�) and (�⃗⃗�) vectors. The 

correction vector (𝑐) has less impact on vectors that have large magnitude than smaller ones. The 

tangent of θ is based on the cross and dot product of both vectors. 

 
TAN(𝜃) =  

‖�⃗� �⃗⃗�‖

𝑎 𝑏
=

𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑦 − 𝑏𝑥 𝑎𝑦 

𝑎𝑥 𝑎𝑦 + 𝑏𝑥 𝑎𝑏𝑦 
 (10) 

An ATAN2 function is needed to cover for negative x values. The normal ATAN function covers only 

from -π/2 to π/2 and is therefore not useful for 360 degrees vectors. The Velocity Error (VE) is 

difference between the magnitudes of the two vectors. It is an indication of the magnitude errors 

of single pixels and can be calculated as the following. 

 𝑉𝐸 = ‖�⃗⃗�‖ − ‖�⃗� ‖ (11) 

The velocity error and the angular error are used to do quality measuring optical flow in computer 

vision. (Brox et al. 2004). Both the AE and the VE can be averaged over all pixels resulting in 

respect in the Mean Angular Error (MAE) and Mean Velocity Error (MVE). The MAE is an average 

value in degrees of deviation between the modelled and the measured vector. A number near zero 

indicates that the modelled direction is perfect. The MVE is the average absolute difference 

between the modelled vector and the measured in the same unit as the vectors. 

Displacement 

Velocities are expressed in meter per year (m a-1), because this is set in the International System 

of Units. It allows comparing the data of one period with other periods. Note that the velocities are 

not constant throughout the year and should only be interpreted during the given period of the 

year. The time span of the summer displacement is 153 days and the winter covers 212 days. The 

maximum measured velocities during a season are not the maximum velocities that could be found 

on the glaciers, because they are time averaged. 
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4.4. Model 

Cosi-Corr is a match program developed by Leprince et al. (Leprince, Barbot, et al. 2007; Ayoub, 

Leprince, and Keene 2009) and is modelled in Exelis Envi environment and is written in Interactive 

Data Language (IDL). For this thesis, a model is written in IDL that includes the Cosi-Corr batch 

code. The inputs needed for this model are a master image, slave image and correlation settings. 

After the Cosi-Corr correlations some post-processing is done. The model reopens the image and 

reverses the order of the pixels. The indices of a GeoTiff file start at the lower left pixel, while an 

IDL matrix starts upper left. In the next step, the Not-A-Numbers (NaNs) and Infinity numbers are 

removed. To reduce noise there is a limited set to the velocities. This removes unrealistic high 

velocities caused by noise. Finally, some statistics are computed. The images and figures are 

plotted to assess the correlations and saved in TIFF files. The model can be found in Appendix B, 

IDL model. 

5. Results 
This section presents the results of the research. To determine the best input-product the 

derivatives are computed of Optical and DEM imagery. The best result of these products is used for 

further optimizing. Different down sampling from the 0.1 m spatial resolution will be studied, as 

well as different cross-correlation settings. The statistics of the manually tracked points and their 

corresponding automated cross-correlation points will be calculated. 

5.1. Optimal configuration 

5.1.1. Assessment of optical & DEM based inputs  

For the input study, the same frequency correlator of Cosi-Corr is applied to all of the cross-

correlations. The correlator has an initial Window of 128 pixels (coded as: W128) and Finial 

window of 64 px (coded as: F64). The initial window specifies the window of first correlation and 

the final window determines the second sub-pixel correlation. The step size determines the 

amount of correlations done and the pixel-size of Cosi-Corr’s the outgoing image. For this chapter, 

the step-size is set to 16 px to reduce computation time (S16), so the pixel-size has a spatial 

resolution of 3.2 m per pixel. It is recommended to have a robust iterations that is set to 2 (R2) 

and a mask that is set to 0.9 (M0.9) (Ayoub, Leprince, and Keene 2009).  

Throughout this thesis, such settings will be coded as ‘F W128 F64 S16 R2 M0.9’. This is in the 

same sequence of the following configuration: Frequency correlator (F), initial window (W), final 

window (F), step-size (S), robust iterations (R) and mask (M). All letters are include with a 

numerical value, where the windows and the step-size are in pixels. 

Optical  

The optical derivatives used in this research are a brightness image, laplacian enriched brightness 

image (LEB) and the Principle Component 1 (PC1). They are all computed from the 0.2 m 

resampled ortho-mosaic data from the monsoon period. The results can be found in Figure 29. The 

general patterns of the surface deformation show similarities of the three cross-correlations. All 

correlations contain a high level of detail. The level of noise is low and is mainly located around the 
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edge of the image, the slope of the moraines, bare ice features and surface water. The noise 

surrounding ice cliffs contain extreme high velocities that are greater than 6 m yr-1 or missing 

pixels, which indicates that there was no correlation possible. The LEB image does contains slightly 

more overall noise. This image has isolated pixels that seem to be miss-correlated. The velocities 

of this individual pixel-noise are off in the order of 0.5 m yr-1. This indicates two levels of noise. 

The local-noise in areas with low correlations, containing unrealistic noise and the single-pixel 

general-noise that seems to varies slightly from the rest of the surrounding pixels.

 

Figure 29, Intensity of the cross-correlation products of optical-image-based derivatives. The 

Laplacian Enriched Brightness shows best results on the lateral moraines, but contains more 
general-noise. The configuration for all images is: F W128 F64 S16 R2 M0.9 with a resolution of 
0.2 m. 

The laplacian enriched brightness image contains lower velocities on top of the lateral moraines. 

This dataset has an incorrect ortho-rectification, because these areas should not be moving at all. 

The LEB handles these areas the best of the three types of inputs and therefore the LEB can 

handle lower velocities better than the PC1 or the brightness image. To determine the best optical 

input image, the cross-correlations are compared with the ground-truth points and statistics are 

computed. 

 
RMSE 
m yr-1 

R2 

 

b 
 

m 
 

MAE 
° 

MVE 
m yr-1 

Laplacian enriched brightness 0.884 0.775 0.090 0.953 2.985 -0.024 

Brightness 0.929 0.754 0.085 0.939 1.049 -0.064 

Principle Component 1 1.089 0.696 0.054 0.957  1.419 -0.051 

Table 2, Statistics of three optical based imagery. Laplacian Enriched Brightness has the best 
statistics except for the Mean Angular Error. The brightness image is the best in the MAE. The 
principle component 1 has lowest statistics. The configuration for all images is: F W128 F64 S16 
R2 M0.9 R2 with a resolution of 0.2 m 
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Laplacian Enriched Brightness image has the best Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), slope and a 

Mean Velocity Error. It creates a larger Mean Angular Error that indicates a direction difference of 

almost ~3° with an angular error standard deviation of 32°. Note that the outliners are removed 

and thus there is no local noise included. The strong edge contrast in the LEB image performs well 

and seems to show the best results despite the light general noise. 

The pure brightness image has a ~1° angular error between the measured and the modelled 

vector. The rest of the statistics are slightly lower than the LEB. The Principle Component 1 has 

the lowest scores, except for the slope (m). The low R2 however, indicates that the spread of 

points is large. The PC1 did not perform better than the brightness image. The concept of principle 

components works if the UAV data has more differences in the spectral domain. The RGB channels 

are too high correlated to be useful as a principle component. The extra computations relative to 

the brightness image is not useful. 

Digital Elevation Models 

The DEM derivatives used in this assessment are a local slope, an aspect and a hillshade. The 

configuration for all the DEM based images is the same as used for the optical derivatives: F W128 

F64 S16 R2 M0.9. The images are computed from DEMs with a spatial resolution of 0.2 m. The 

intensity of the three correlations and their statistics can be found in Figure 30. 

The DEM based images resulted in bad correlations compared to the optical derivatives. They all 

contain noise local and general noise. An artificial stroke can be found near the edge of the 

images. The aspect image contains squared areas with unrealistic uniform high velocities. Both 

hillshade and aspect have no textures but plain grey shades based on shading or orientation. 

Across the whole image, the same combinations of greys are used. Miss-correlations are possible 

when there is no substantial difference between the shapes of features. The hillshade has the best 

statistics but far worse than all optical based imagery.  
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RMSE 
m yr-1 

R2 

 

b 
 

m 
 

MAE 
° 

MVE 
m yr-1 

Slope 1.1276 0.6194 0.458 0.7174 3.504 -0.2742 

Hillshade 1.1059 0.6326 0.4426 0.7252 6.9467 -0.2694 

Aspect 7.7764 0.0394 3.2221 0.8156 2.5447 2.7943 

Figure 30, Three intensity of the cross-correlation products of DEM based derivatives. They all 
have highly noisy signals. Hillsahde has the best statistics except for the Mean Angular Error. All 

three inputs have very bad statistics relative to the optical based derivatives. The configuration for 
all images is: F W128 F64 S16 R2 M0.9 with a resolution of 0.2 m 

5.1.2. Assessment of spatial resolution  

The ortho-mosaic with 0.1 m does contains motion blur and optical error. This step is to determine 

the best process resolution. A high level of detail is visible in the image with a full 0.1 m 

resolution, but blurry UAV photographs are optical distinguishable. The blur reduces when the 

spatial resolution decreases. The same applies for the level of local noise. Larger pixels will cover 

more information and has an increased chance to be correlated correctly. The full resolution ortho-

mosaic is down sampled and converted into a Laplacian Enriched Brightness images. This is based 

on the best results as seen in chapter 0. Down sampling of the spatial resolution can reduce noise 

but it also lowers the level of detail and at larger pixel-sizes, the minimum detectable deformation 

is larger. Displacements smaller than the size of the pixel are hard to detect. Cosi-Corr does work 

with sub-pixel detection but this process is less accurate (Ayoub, Leprince, and Keene 2009). This 

can also be seen at the 0.5 m resolution correlation in Figure 31. The images are cubic convolution 

down-sampled (Exelis 2015; Reichenbach and Geng 2003; Thévenaz, Blu, and Unser 2000) 
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Figure 31, Cross-correlations of Laplacian enriched brightness images with resampled spatial 
resolutions. High resolutions have detail but also local noise. Note that low resolutions increase the 

real-world size of a correlation window. The configuration for all images is: F W128 F64 S16 R2 
M0.9 

A side effect of a larger pixel size is that the correlation window is relative larger. A window of 

128px with a 0.5 m resolution is 64 m large, while the same window size is just 12.8 m in the 0.1 

m resolution image. Small window sizes are not preferred, because it is depending on the 

maximum velocity and not on the resolution. 

Another reason to reduce the spatial resolution is to lower computation times. The full 0.1 m 

resolution computation takes over 27 min. A double sized pixel reduces the time to 7 min and 

larger pixels takes even less than a minute to process. The storage sizes of the files also decrease. 

A doubling of the pixel size reduces the disk space to a quarter. 

According to statistics in Table 3, the optimum resolution for this dataset is 20cm per pixel. This is 

related to the amount of noise in the high resolution and the lack of information in the lower 

resolutions. The 0.1 m resolution contains in many regions motion blur. This will disappear when 

the image is cubic convolution down-sampled.  

 RMSE 
m yr-1 

R2 

 

b 
 

m 
 

MAE 
° 

MVE 
m yr-1 

0.10 m resolution 1.072 0.701 0.106 0.955 1.604 0.0018 

0.20 m 0.965 0.739 0.095 0.937 0.410 -0.057 

0.35 m 1.517 0.535 0.141 0.944 3.323 0.0054 

0.50 m 2.287 0.343 0.210 0.950 3.508 0.0908 

1.00 m 1.453 0.531 0.209 0.907 2.858 0.0074 

2.00 m 1.147 0.650 -0.0079 0.908 1.794 -0.1571 

Table 3, Statistics of six optical based imagery. The optimum spatial resolution according to the 
statistics is around 20px. The configuration for all images is: F W128 F64 S16 R2 M0.9 
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The resolution is a trade-off between the level of detail on one side, and noise and computation 

time reduction on the other side. The 0.1 m spatial resolution could be used to research local 

process. While a 0.2 m pixel size could shows the overall displacement. 

5.1.3. Optimizing correlation configurations 

In the previous chapters, the settings for the correlations were kept constant: F W128 F64 S16 R2 

M0.9. Each input determines the quality of the cross-correlation. In this chapter these settings are 

tested expect for the Step size (S). That indicates the size of the pixels and the amounts of 

correlations done. This is set to 16 pixels. This creates a spatial resolution of 3.2 m px-1 in output 

images. All other correlation settings are tested. 

Window sizes 

The initial window size determines the initial search kernel of the frequency correlator. A large 

window is less influenced by noise and it computes a smooth output. Therefore, such windows are 

capable to reduce most of the mass movement and ice cliff related noise. On the other hand, 

smaller initial windows have a finer spatial variability and they contain more details.  

 

Figure 32, Three cross-correlation outputs of different initial window sizes. The large output has a 
low level of noise, but also a low level of detail. It also crops the image and creates artificial blob 

behaviour. The initial window of 128px contains a high level of detail, but the 256px window has 
the best statistics. Final window sizes resp. 64px, 64px, 128px. The rest of the configurations are: 
F S16 R2 M0.9  

Initial window size 

 RMSE 
m yr-1 

R2 

 

b 
 

m 
 

MAE 
° 

MVE 
m yr-1 

W128 F64 0.5331 0.9069 0.0368 0.9554 2.2739 -0.0484 

W256 F64 0.3927 0.9491 0.0134 0.9646 2.7881 -0.0417 

W512 F128 0.499 0.9151 0.043 0.9267 1.9115 -0.0581 
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The results of a correlation with the 512 pixel window shows unrealistic boundaries between areas 

with different velocities. This artificial behaviour has a circular blob pattern and is not related to 

the UAV photographs. Lower initial windows show also this pattern but on a smaller scale and 

therefore, the effect is related to the initial window. The correlation windows are rectangular, but 

Cosi-Corr uses a Gaussian kernel during its correlation. This kernel might be causing the circular 

pattern.  

Cosi-Corr creates an artificial stroke that surrounds the edge of the data. The values inside this 

stroke are unrealistic. The stroke has no texture and seems to be artificial. Cosi-Corr crops also 

any data close to the edge of the image. Both the cropping and the stroke have the same order of 

size as the initial window size. It should be taken into account that the frequency correlator is not 

capable to correlate near the edge of the data or the image.  

The best window configuration for this data set is an initial window of 256 pixels. The statistics 

indicate that a window size of 256 pixels results in the best correlation relative to the ground-truth 

points. This is considering the blob behaviour at large initial windows and the optimum in the 

trade-off between noise and detail.  

Mask 

The Mask (M) contributes in reducing noise on the measurements. The frequency mask is applied 

on the cross-spectrum (Leprince, Barbot, et al. 2007). As shown in Table 4, a mask of 0.90 gives 

the best statistics in this dataset.  

 RMSE 
m yr-1 

R2 

 

b 
 

m 
 

MAE 
° 

MVE 
m yr-1 

Mask 0.95 0.445 0.9325 0.0093 0.9513 2.8897 -0.0643 

Mask 0.90 0.417 0.9437 0.0123 0.9527 3.1115 -0.0621 

Mask 0.80 0.4762 0.9207 0.032 0.951 2.3785 -0.0556 

Table 4, Statistics of three different mask values. Noise increases when decreasing the mask. 
Values above 0.9 do not reduce the amount of noise any further. The configuration for all images 
is: F W128 F64 S16 R2 

The Robustness iteration (R) is the number of the times per measurement the frequency mask 

should be re-computed. Iterations increase the correlation accuracy and robustness. It is 

recommended that 2 to 4 iterations is satisfying in most cases (Leprince, Barbot, et al. 2007). A 

change in robustness iterations from 2 to 4 shows no difference in statistics. 

5.2. Quality of assessment 

Given the large errors in the correlation maps, physical interpretations of the correlation maps are 

needed. The ground-truth points are accepted as truth to assess the quality of different outputs of 

Cosi-Corr. However, the cross-correlation map has more spatial variety and detail than the 

interpolated Ground-Truth map. With a spatial resolution of 3.2 m per pixel, the cross-correlation 

products have ~22.000 cells. The visually tracked ground-truth contains only ~500 points, with a 

mean distance of 25 m between points. The automated correlation map contains 7.8 times more 

tracked areas. For this reason, the ground-truth points should be used to assess the quality Cosi-

Corr and this is done with the ~500 points corresponding samples from the automated maps.  
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Figure 33, Left: Cross-correlation output of Cosi-Corr. Centre: Ordinary kriging interpolated 
ground-truth map. Right: The correction vectors. The non-uniformity of the correction vectors 

indicates that there is no constant error in both angle and magnitude. The maximum correction 
vector is 1.8 m yr-1. 

The correction vectors in right plane of Figure 33 have a random pattern. The deviation between 

the automated and manually correlated points has no constant direction or magnitude. Therefore 

is not a specific under- or over-estimation. The random pattern and relative low magnitude can be 

explained in the inaccuracy of both the automated correlation and the manually tracked points. 

The Cosi-Corr’s internal Signal-to-Noise Ratio channel (SNR) is some indication of the quality of 

the correlation. The cell with a SNR value of one has a high correlation coefficient and values close 

to zero have no correlations at all (Leprince, Barbot, et al. 2007). Only off-glacial areas have 

uniformly perfect correlations. The glacier contains a random pattern of mixed good and bad 

correlations. The SNR matrix has almost no moderate values, see Figure 34. There seem to be no 

specific areas have bad correlations, but non-moving areas do result in better correlations.  
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Figure 34, Left: Cosi-Corr’s SNR map, where 1 is a perfect correlation and 0 no correlation. The 
lowest values are uniformly spread on the glacier, except for edge related values. The 
displacement histogram of automated and interpolated manual correlations seems to match, if 
corrected for lacking low displacements. 

The SNR channel is used to mask bad correlations. The histogram implies that there are mainly 

extreme ratios and mid-range ratios do almost not occur. During this research, the SNR threshold 

is set at 0.9. This includes the close-to-perfect peak visible in the histogram. Lower values are 

considered as low quality correlations. 

The automated displacement histogram in Figure 34 shows similarities with the interpolated 

manual displacements larger than 2 m yr-1. The lower displacements of the manual correlation 

seem to be compress by the lack of low values. This can be explained by the lack of detail, 

especially in areas with low velocities. The error of correlating by hand is 0.8 m yr-1 and might be 

the reason for the offset. The displacements that have the same size of the pixels seem to be 

lacking in the histogram.  

A maximum displacement threshold is set to remove displacement above 6 m a-1. Everything that 

moves faster than this value is considered as noise, optical error or unwanted mass movement. 

5.3. Seasonal differences  

Previous figures in this thesis showed the surface displacement during the monsoon season from 

May 2013 to Oct 2013. A third image of May 2014 allows tracking displacements during the dry-

season, the winter.  

The lower parts of the tong are close to stagnant all year around. The average summer 

displacement ranges to 5 m a-1 in the northern part of the surveyed area. Winter velocities are 

considerably lower, as seen in Figure 35. The average maximum velocity during this season is 2.6 

m a-1. The summer velocities exceed the winter displacements by factor two for 84% of the 
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glacier. This is ratio of two is constant throughout the glacier except near the terminus, where the 

summer velocities are only 10-20% larger. The winter displacements at the bend are in the order 

of 1.5 m a-1. The summer displacements in the bend are noisy and less clear, some areas move 

with 2.8 m yr-1 while other pixels displace with just 1.2 m yr-1. 

The automated correlation of imagery of May 2013 and May 2014 captures 95% of the days of the 

year. The annual average displacements are maximum 3.2 m in the upper part of the surveyed 

area. The bend displace with 1.2-2.2 m in a year while the common displacement near the 

terminus is around 1 m a-1. 

 

Figure 35, Seasonal displacements of summer and winter. The surface displacement decreased 

during the winter season, but the general pattern is unchanged. Figure A and B are cross profiles. 
In the longitudinal profile C is a depression visible (grey area) in both seasons. The summer 
velocity is in the order of two higher. The configuration for all images is: F W128 F64 S16 R2 M0.9 
R2 correlation on 20cm Laplacian Enriched Brightness images. 

5.3.1. Flow pattern 

Throughout the glacier it seems the general displacement direction is lateral to the tongue, but 

with ~45° angle towards the centre of the glacier. The flow direction does barley change on local 

scale, but note that in Figure 36 cliff-related noise and the blob-shaped defects are visible. On the 

lateral moraines, the displacement direction is perpendicular to the glacier and is caused by slope 

instability and mass movement.  
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Figure 36, Left: Colorized and scaled displacement vectors indicate the flow direction and velocity. 
The upper part of the glacier has an EES direction with high velocities. Mass movement is visible 
outside the glacier (black lines).  

6. Discussion 
In this research, orthographical surface displacements are computed with Cosi-Corr software. A 

model was written in IDL to assess the best configurations. Then the outputs were compared with 

manual tracked displacement points. Each part of these assessments will be discussed in detail, 

starting with the accuracy of displacements, followed by the optical errors of the input and finally 

an assessment of quality and glaciological interpretations. Deformations are interpreted in flow 

velocities and patterns on a full glacial spatiotemporal scale. Specific regions are investigated with 

high-resolution observation.  

6.1. Optimal Configuration 

The Laplacian Enriched Brightness (LEB) images were found to provide the best statistic in relation 

to the visual measured ground-truth points. They contain slightly more general-noise, but this can 

be reduced by the right configuration and post-processing. A LEB with a spatial resolution of 0.20 

m provided the best balance between noise and detail. The pixel size is small enough to determine 

spatial variations, but is not dominated by motion blur. With this resolution, the local-noise is 

reduced to areas that are considered difficult to track, i.e. ice cliffs and areas with mass 

movement.  

The optimum initial window has 256 pixels due to the trade-off between a reduction of noise and 

artefacts, and the level of detail. The corresponding final window is 64 pixels large so it reduces 

the noise to acceptable levels. Statistics can be found in Figure 37. 

Map 
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Figure 37, Statistics of the best configuration found in this research. It is based on two Laplacian 

Enriched Brightness images with a spatial resolution of 0.20 m per pixel. The best-fit line 
approaches the theoretical 1:1 line. 

A cross-correlation with an initial window of ≥512 pixels and a ≥0.5 meter pixel-size compute a 

displacement map that shows general displacement patterns. The ice cliffs-related, general and 

local noises are reduced by the large correlation window. A general displacement map is useful for 

researching glacial flow without the local disruptions. In this research, the visual based ground-

truth points are already used for a general displacement map.  

On the other hand, small initial windows and small pixel sizes create a fine spatial variation map. 

These maps have the advantage of the level of detail and should be used for local flow processes 

like ice cliffs or emergence velocities.  

6.2. Accuracy of displacement 
The accuracy of the displacement is based on several factors. Firstly, the input data contains 

multiple optical errors and offsets. Secondly, the results of the automated displacement maps by 

Cosi-Corr contain artificial defects and inaccuracy.  

6.2.1. Optical errors 

The optical errors from the UAV imagery (𝐸𝑈𝐴𝑉) can be problematic for feature tracking. The 

manually and visually tracked points are based on one feature, e.g. boulders and rocks. The 

inaccuracy of tracking of one point could be large, because the features could contain parallax, 

blur and different shading.  

In Figure 38, a parallax can be seen at a boulder. Parallax is caused by different camera positions. 

A parallax can be corrected by stretching the image on a local scale and this can be considered as 

an ortho-rectification. It requires highly spatial DEM information, but the DEMs are derived from 

the same photos and the same parallax errors are included in the DEM. Parallaxes make manual 

correlation of big boulders impossible. 

R2 0.944 

RMSE  0.417 m a-1 

Best-fit y = 0.95 x+0.012 

MAE 3.2° 

MVE 0.06 m a-1  

Laplacian Enriched Brightness with 0.20 m per pixel 

Frequency correlator with W256 F64 S16 R2 M0.9 
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Figure 38, Parallax of a boulder as seen in the data of May 2013 and October 2013. The space in 
between the red lines is the same in both images. Due to parallax the right photo shows more of 
the north-face of the rock indicated with the space between the cyan and red line. Therefore, the 
rock has a different shape. The presence of the shadow could cause miscorrelations as well.  

Image parallax occurs when an object with elevation is captured under an angle. This happens 

mainly near the edge of a photo, where the angle of towards the camera is not nadir. A parallax 

means that the positions of elevated objects are projected further away from the centreline of the 

camera. When merging two images together, this point should not be taken as common point, 

because it has false projection, as seen in Figure 39.  

Boulders that contain parallax are not used in the manual correlated points, because the 

uncertainty is too big. It is, however, unknown if there is any parallax at larger scales. The glacial 

surface of the Lirung glacier consists of steep relief.  

Parallax errors can be solved by ground control points or a third nadir image of the area. The 

ground control points make the ortho-rectification more robust at a general scale and therefore 

parallax at local relief is unlikely. 

 

 

Figure 39, Left: the same rock is projected at different locations on the base line by two camera 
positions. Every image has its own parallax (resp. dP1,dP2) that combines when stitching the 

images (dP). Right: Rectification based on the top of a boulder in the first image creates false 
coordinates. When the second image finds its correlation at the boulder, the false coordinates are 
used. This creates a parallax offset for the rest of the image. This occurs at small scale near 
boulders but also on top of hills at a larger scale.  

May 2013 Oct 2013 
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6.2.2. Parallax offset 

The parallax in the Lirung dataset influences the Structure from Motion process. The photos are 

stitched together based on feature correlation, e.g. big boulders. These boulders may contain a 

parallax. The top of the surface is projected at a different location in the coordinate plane. This can 

be seen on the right side of Figure 39. Rectification of this boulder with false coordinates causes a 

parallax offset in the rest of the image. This happened multiple times in the October 2013 Lirung 

dataset. The correlation equations of the Structure from Motion use boulders to rectify the image 

because they contain a lot of contrast, but these have false coordinates due to parallax. If in the 

surrounding areas, no other features are available the boulder could be unjustly rectified. This 

creates an offset in the rest of the image. An example is visualised in Figure 40. 

 

 

Figure 40, Wrong rectification of the top of a boulder. The SfM process has corresponding matches 
on the red and blue cross because both have high contrast. This is a false match due to parallax 
caused by the boulder. The rest of the image have no corresponding matches and is moving 

unjustified. This is shown by the white stone near white arrow. In the right image, the yellow cross 
is on top of a white stone. The left image, the cross is offset relative to the same stone. 

6.2.3. Reducing optical errors 

When manually correlating, the parallax, blur and shading can be controlled for by sampling other 

small white bright rocks. These features should be in the same order of twice the pixel size. 

Parallax and shading are probably not relevant because the relief is low. Blur can be problematic 

and thus highly blurry areas should be avoided when manually tracking features.  

Parallax can be prevented by long focal length to capture photos orthographically. The angle in 

inclination is zero at nadir. The parallax cannot occur at nadir because the UAV photographs are 

already orthographical to the line of sight of the camera. For long focal lengths, the UAV needs to 

fly at higher altitude in order to maintain the same number of photographs and thus the same 

amount of operation time, but this increases flight instability. 

Cosi-Corr uses cross correlations to track an area. A boulder that contains parallax will not 

dominate the automated correlation of an area. Therefore, the inaccuracy of an area correlation is 

lower than the error that comes with a point correlation. A parallax offset in the SfM workflow does 

effect Cosi-Corr and should be kept at a minimum. 
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6.2.4. Incorrect correlation data 

Seams between the UAV photos are visible to the south of the terminus in the summer dataset. 

This indicates false displacements within the photos and is likely to occur. This can be caused by 

lens distortion, incorrect cross-correlation due to motion blur, incorrect SfM process or a 

combination of all three. The displacement difference over a seam can be as high as 0.4 m yr-1. 

The false displacements show that the automated cross-correlations done by Cosi-Corr are more 

sensitive than the structure from motion process based on the data of an UAV. 

6.2.5. Displacement errors 

Every step in the process chain creates an error, from capturing the raw UAV imagery to 

correlation of the flow maps. All these errors contribute to a final error. The error of the Root of 

the Sum of every error Squared (RSS) compute the final error. 

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = √(𝐸𝑢𝑎𝑣)2 + (𝐸𝑠𝑓𝑚)2 + (𝐸𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠)2 + (𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓)2 + (𝐸𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑜)2 + (𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ)2 + (𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒)2 + (𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒)2 (12) 

In Table 5, an overview of the individual errors is given. The optical errors 𝐸𝑈𝐴𝑉 depend on the 

stability of the UAV and the quality of the camera, parallax, noise and lens disruption. Additional 

errors that occur during the full processing are based on the quality of the imagery.  

The errors introduced by Cosi-Corr are caused by bad correlations, miss locations and mismatches. 

Bad correlation errors (𝐸𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠) occur when signals are very weak, contain low contrast, extreme 

noise or when signals match, but the absolute values are far apart. In addition to general and local 

noise, there are artificial defects in the automated displacement maps. Every feature has an error 

that is introduced by miss locating (𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒) the correlation. Miss locations can occur when signals 

have repetitive patterns or an image contains parallax or blur. This occurs mainly in sub-pixel 

detection and the error maximum is usually in the order of the pixel size. When a correlation 

matches with a signal-similar feature, it is a mismatch (𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ). This occurs around ice-cliffs and 

such mismatches can be unrealistic high. The error caused by Structure from Motion, geo-

referencing, ortho-rectification (𝐸𝑆𝑓𝑀,𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓, 𝐸𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑜) are measured by Immerzeel et al. The ortho-

rectification of the May 2013 imagery has a horizontal error up to 0.67 m. The October 2013 data 

set is more accurate and has a horizontal error of 0.25 m (W. W. Immerzeel et al. 2014). The 

measured error of the May 2014 data is 0.76 m, but it is probably lower considering the fact that 

the off-glacial areas are not moving in that order of magnitude (Heuff 2014).  

The vertical error of the DEM is between -0.3 and 0.6 m. The computed DEM-derivatives contain 

this error during the pre-processing. This error is larger than the error of the ortho-mosaic and 

therefore the ortho-mosaics should be used for correlations and interpretations.  

The manually tracked points are compared with the Cosi-Corr flow map to measure the accuracy of 

the Cosi-Corr. The manually tracked points are considered as ground truth and therefore the 

errors are caused by Cosi-Corr. Both automated and manual correlations have the same input 

map. The error 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖_𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 is a root of the sum of every error squared:  
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 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖_𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = √(𝐸𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠)2 + (𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ)2 + (𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒)2 (13) 

The Velocity Error created by Cosi-Corr can be computed and is based on the difference of the 

magnitudes of the displacements between manually and automated correlations maps. The 

summer errors are within 7.01 m, but the bulk of measurements are less than 1.17 m. The 

automated correlation points of the winter season are within 1.56 m of the measured points and 

the bulk is even within 0.24 m. The imagery of the winter has better optical quality and thus both 

automated and manually correlations are more accurate. To improve the assessment of the 

accuracy of Cosi-Corr stakes could be measured with GPS. 

 

Figure 41, The left panel shows box plots of the velocity error (VE) based on the ~500 manually 

tracked points and there corresponding automated cross-correlation points for both summer and 
winter season. The boxes represent the interquartile range and the lines the maxima and minima. 
Right: A histogram is plotted with the VE of both seasons.  

An additional error 𝐸𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙 should be considered for compensating visual-track errors. The vectors 

may contain user-based inaccuracy. This is mainly a mislocation of the corresponding feature. This 

error is estimated at a maximum of 3 pixels. For the summer period the error is ±0.3 meter that 

equals to about ±0.70 m yr-1, respectively for the winter season is this ±0.57 m yr-1. The absolute 

error for the winter is lower due to the timespan of the images. However, note that it is large 

relative to the magnitude of the displacement. 

During the pre-process, an off-glacial area is used to rectify the mosaic image. The same area can 

be used to check the quality of correlations, assuming there is no displacement in this area. In the 

summer dataset, the lateral moraines have incorrect displacement of 0.52 m a-1. The area west of 

the terminus is even moving with more than 1 m a-1. During the winter, the lateral moraines move 

with approximately 28 m a-1. The displacement in the correlation map minus the input error 

estimates the error caused by Cosi-Corr. Both  

 

Figure 42, Box whisker plot of the off-glacial areas. The off-glacial areas are the lateral moraines 
and the area to the south of the terminus, projected in green in the right image.  
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Error Based on May 13 Oct 13 May 14 

𝐸𝑈𝐴𝑉 UAV inaccuracy Stability and camera 

±0.67 m ±0.25 m ±0.76 m 

𝐸𝑆𝑓𝑀 Structure from 
Motion 

Quality of imagery* 

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 Geo-referencing Ground Control Points / GPS 

𝐸𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑜 
Ortho 
rectification 

Digital Elevation Model* 

𝐸𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 Cross Correlation Quality of imagery* 

±0.63 m ±0.49 m 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 
Correlation 
mismatch 

Quality of imagery* 

𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒 
Correlation miss 
located 

Quality of imagery* 

𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 
Surface 
transformation 

Mass movement, ice cliffs Locally, unknown 

𝐸𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 based on off-glacial areas 0.52 m 0.28 m 

*Error can partly be reduced by optimising algorithm/program settings.  

Table 5, Overview of different errors that occur during the process from flying the UAV until the 
displacement maps. The spatial error of the imagery was given by Immerzeel et al (2014) and the 
error of Cosi-Corr is computed referenced to the Ground-Truth points.  

 

6.3. Glaciological interpretations 

The input files of the automated cross-correlations are ortho-rectified images. Tracking these 

images is an estimation of the orthographical surface displacements. The theoretical displacement 

is a combination of glacial flow, mass movement, emergence and melting processes. The empirical 

displacement however, includes miscorrelations, noise and process inaccuracies. 

6.3.1. Flow velocities 

The ortho-rectified UAV imagery displacements are measured in the horizontal plane. These 

displacements are called kinetic boundary conditions. The surface kinematics can be computed 

with mass continuity from the orthographical displacement. According to Kääb (2005) mass loss or 

accumulation, mass advection and three-dimensional straining can be quantified. This is based on 

input conditions e.g. strain rates, surface slope components, medium characteristics and velocity 

vectors. The displacement in the horizontal plane, the output of Cosi-Corr, differs from the surface 

flow and the flow of a particle as shown in Figure 43.  

The surface velocities should be corrected for surface slope. The average slope on the surface 

glacier is 0.16 m m-1. Assuming there is no variation in thickness of both the debris and ice, the 

correction for general slope would just result in additional 0.13% displacement. However, ice 

thickness is decreasing in the longitudinal profile and therefore the velocities are higher.  
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Figure 43, Upper: Different terms in kinetic boundary conditions. Orthographical surface 

displacements are different of surface flow and particle flow. Lower: Bedrock deformations 
contribute to basal slide. (A. Kääb 2005a) 

The velocities found during this research are lower than Natio (2002) measured during the 

summer period. They stated that the glacier moved between 13.4 m a-1 (2.8 m in 76 days in 

1994) and 18.6 m a-1 (7.3 m in 143 days in 1996) near the bend. The maximum velocity 

measured in the same area is about 5 m a-1 (2.1 m for 153 days in 2014). In 20 years, the surface 

displacement decreased between a factor 2.7 and 3.7.  

The measured velocities in this study are season-averaged. This means that the actual maximum 

velocity is probably higher. Interval in situ measurements are needed to calibrate the model and to 

estimate the maximum velocity. 

The data in this research covers a timespan of about one year. A multi-temporal data with a span 

of multiple years is required to determine a dominate signal (A. Kääb 2005b). The comparison to 

manually correlated map is sufficient, but strategically placed in situ measurement could calibrate 

the model and asses the quality of the map even further. 

6.3.2. Flow regime 

In areas where basal slide dominates, the ice moves with constant and high velocities. The basal 

slide is fastest in the glacial centre and it decreases towards the moraines (Copland et al. 2009). 

This pattern is clearly visible in the Lirung data. Summer velocities are generally twice as high as 

the winter velocities. The difference is probably caused by basal lubrication of subglacial water. 

Immerzeel et al. (2014) hypothesized that sub- and englacial conduits open during the summer 

and together with precipitation, the glacier is basal-slide dominated, at least in this season. 

Commonly at temperate glaciers, 60 to 80% of the total velocity is accounted for by basal slide 

(Harper et al. 2001). 

Low flow velocities that have a parabolic pattern are likely to be dominated by internal 

deformation. The ice near the lateral moraine experiences the drag of the wall (Nozomu Naito et 

al. 2002). The flow patterns, however, found on the upper part of the glacier are asymmetrical, 

see cross section profiles in Figure 35. The flow velocities are highest in the inner bend. The ice in 
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the outer bend has emergence velocities. Here, according to mass continuity the ice moves more 

in an upward direction and less in a horizontal direction.  

The change in direction of ~45° towards the lateral moraines was also detected by Naito et al 

(1998). Various factors could cause this pattern. Firstly, it is that the weight of avalanches and 

rock fall near the moraines add up to the gravitational forces, pushing the ice towards the centre. 

Secondly, there might be a difference in the underlying bedrock. The lithological characteristics 

and topography can vary and a hyperbolic bedrock profile might cause a basal slide force that 

moves the ice towards the centre. Thirdly, variations of the internal stress within the ice can cause 

patterns like the ones found on the Lirung glacier. At bare-ice glacier, crevasses can have a 45° 

angle towards the main flow direction, see Figure 44. Strain occurring in such crevasses is larger 

than the internal stress and the ice breaks perpendicular to the flow (Cuffey and Paterson 1970; B. 

J. F. Nye 1952). The flow direction appears to change direction towards the lateral moraines with 

approximately 45°. Crevasses could exist on the Lirung glacier, but they would be filled up with 

debris from the surface. 

 

Figure 44, Different crevasses patterns with their corresponding internal stress. The pattern at the 

Lirung glacier might match to the stress drawn in figure b due to shear stress of the lateral 
moraines. (B. J. F. Nye 1952; Cuffey and Paterson 1970) 

 

6.3.3. Depression 

To the north of the terminus, there is a decrease of the magnitude of both winter and summer 

displacements. This area is almost stagnant during the summer, but it has a slightly greater 

velocity in the winter. In the grey section in the longitudinal profile in Figure 35 and in automated 

correlations in Figure 45 this depression is visible. 
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Figure 45, Left: Winter / Summer displacement ratio. Green colours have higher summer velocities 
and red colours have higher winter velocities. The bad orthorectifications cause higher winter 

velocities in the off-glacial areas. To the north of the terminus a depression is visible in velocities, 
as shown in two right images.  

The physics for the depression in the magnitude of displacement in both seasons is unknown. A 

theory is a decreased slope in the bedrock. The local ice depth can be smaller and the friction can 

be larger. These factors lower the flow velocity of the ice. A bed profile is not available, but the 

slope of the surface does tend to decrease in this area. Another theory is that both basal slide and 

internal deformation are close to zero, but in ??some areas flow is driven by other processes. 

In both seasons, a longitudinal gradient is visible, see the longitudinal profile in Figure 35. Ice is 

flowing towards a stagnant area and, thus glacial volume is reduced. This can result in ice 

compression, emergence, mass loss or a combination of all three. The reported surface elevation 

gain of about 0.5 m over the summer in the bend (Immerzeel and others, 2014) is an indication of 

emergence velocities.  

 

6.3.4. Back wasting 

Surface debris can warm up to 40 degrees by solar radiation. Bare ice cliffs receive a great amount 

of long wave radiation from rocks nearby. Other long wave radiation is transmitted by bare rock on 

the south face of mountains. This radiation travels in southern direction and therefore only north-

face ice cliffs are able to receive this. South-facing ice cliffs are gentle in slope and tend to 

disappear. The upper part of the ice cliffs receives more sun radiation, this reduces the angle of 

the slope and debris covers the slope in time. North-facing ice cliffs maintain their steep slope and 

are therefore more stable (Sakai, Nakawo, and Fujita 2002). Because of the amount of noise near 

ice-cliffs, back wasting is not tractable with automated correlations of the UAV dataset used in this 
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study. The width of the noise stoke is some indication of the propagation rate of the ice-cliff but is 

very inaccurate compared to manual tracking in the ortho-mosaics.  

6.3.5. Mass movement 

The lateral moraines are steep but on top of the glacier, there is also steep relief. Mass movement, 

sliding, rolling and landslides are possible. Displacements perpendicular to the glacial flow are 

located in the steep parts of the lateral moraine. The slope instability is caused by hydrological 

processes together with undercutting of the foot of the slope by the glacier flowing downhill. 

Vegetation does increases the stability of slopes during all seasons. 

 

Figure 46, 3D model of the summer displacement, projected with four times vertical exaggeration. 
The displacements near the lateral moraines are caused by mass movement. The green arrow 
shows a location of vegetation that prevents mass movement.  

Back wasting of cliffs and down wasting of the ice can change the geometry of the glacier causing 

debris to roll, slide and move (Schomacker 2008). Back wasting undercuts the ice from the debris 

cover and as a result, the boulders at the top of an ice cliff will fall. They end up at the foot of the 

cliff and could disappear in lakes creating miscorrelations with similar rocks. Their disappearing 

results in unrealistic high and false velocities or no correlations at all. A tracking window that is 

larger than the cliff can solve this problem.  

6.3.6. Emergence 

Ice volume decreases or emerges when ice is flowing towards a stagnant region. Immerzeel et al. 

(2014) found an elevation increment of 0.5 m (1.35 m a-1) in the outer bend during the summer 

period. This emergence velocity corresponds to the decreasing velocities in the longitudinal profile. 

However, two other factors can contribute to this decrease in velocity. Firstly, ice compression and 

secondly, losing volume by melting processes. The whole glacier is down wasted with -1.09 m. 

Assuming that down wasting is heterogeneous at the Lirung glacier, the measured emergence is 

0 6 m yr-1 3 
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reduced by melting. The total emergence velocity would be 1.59 m. The emergence velocity signal 

could be false, when down wasting process is less in the bend than elsewhere on the glacier. The 

strength of the emergence signal is also dependent on the vertical error of the DEMs. Naito et al. 

(1998) estimated that the overall emergence velocity on the Lirung Glacier is 0.18 m a-1. 

 

Figure 47, Elevation difference during the summer indicates emergence velocities. The 
displacement speed and direction support this theory. Based on a 50cm resolution with a step size 
of 32px 

The hypothesis is that the ice in the outer bend is effected by inertia. The ice is decelerated by the 

increasing drag of the lateral moraine. Ice accumulates in the outer bend, because it is slowed 

down. A stronger displacement towards the centre of the glacier occurs because the kinetic energy 

is higher in the elevated bend. The measured flow direction is away from the elevated area, see 

displacement vectors in Figure 47.  

6.4. Summary 

The quality of the automated cross-correlations by Cosi-Corr is based on the quality of the input 

data. The dataset used in this thesis contain optical errors, e.g. offsets and motion blur. The ortho-

rectification of parallax created offsets and can be improved by using more ground control points. 

The parallaxes remain a problem and thus, areas with a high risk on parallax should be clipped out 

in both SfM and Cosi-Corr processes. Optical blur can cause small errors and is mainly based on 

the quality of the camera and flight stability. The optical quality of the UAV imagery determines 

the quality of the displacement maps. The configuration of the cross-correlation is less important. 

However, with the right settings a choice can be made to create a general flow map or highly 

detailed map. General flow maps can be used for overall flow research, but feature studies need a 

high level of detail. 
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The manually tracked correlation points contain an error. The points are used to estimate the error 

made by Cosi-Corr. The automated correlation map has more detail, spatial variability and is a full 

raster, while there are only ~500 manually tracked points. The quality of Cosi-Corr’s tracking is 

more precise because it uses an area to track. The points that are tracked by hand are more 

sensitive for parallax, blur and user-mistakes.  

Basal sliding seems to be the dominant flow regime during the summer. Near the bend, an 

emergence velocity is probably caused by restraining the flow when the ice moves against the 

moraine due to inertia. A depression in the magnitude of the displacement can be found to the 

north of the terminus, but it is yet unknown what factors influence this depression.  

 

7. Conclusion 
 

In this research, it is investigated whether UAV collected images are suitable inputs for monitoring 

glacier surface dynamics. This is done in 3 time steps of the debris-covered Lirung glacier in Nepal. 

The imagery is captured with a UAV in May 2013, Oct 2013 and May 2014. The imagery is 

processed with the Structure from Motion workflow and is ortho rectified. The outputs are ortho-

mosaics and DEMs. They were converted into derivatives in order to use them for automated 

cross-correlations in Cosi-Corr. A series of manually tracked points is created to estimate the 

accuracy of the automated outputs and the following conclusions are drawn. 

Glacial flow is a complex process that combines internal deformation and basal slide. The centre of 

the glacier flows faster than near the moraines due to shear stress of the lateral moraines. A 

similar gradient can be found from the bedrock to the surface, which has larger velocities. 

Therefore, the velocities at the centre of the surface are not representative for whole glacier 

velocities. However, with glaciological models, the gradient of velocities can be computed and the 

correlation maps can be used for calibration. 

Overall, the Laplacian Enriched Brightness imagery provides the best optical results and statistics 

with 0.20 m spatial resolution correlated with a frequency configuration of W256 F64 S16 R2 M0.9. 

The statistics between the automated and manually correlated points have a correlation coefficient 

of 0.944 and a slope of the best-fit line of 0.95. This indicates that the automated and manually 

maps correspond. The cross-correlation algorithm can detect deformations that are smaller than 

the initial errors of both input images. The individual photographs can be visible in the 

displacements maps. Different configurations of the frequency correlator do not have a large effect 

on the magnitude or directions of the surface displacements and therefore, the input UAV imagery 

is more limiting than Cosi-Corr. The error introduced by the algorithm is relative small compared 

to the parallax and blur in the UAV photographs. 

The general flow pattern is better distinguishable with down sampled spatial resolutions from 0.1 

m up to 0.2 m. In this manner noise and optical errors could be reduced. The correlations maps 

based on the original UAV resolution of 0.1 m contain a fine spatial variation and can be used to 
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research specific local process. Light aerial vehicles are needed (like UAV or small helicopters) are 

necessary to capture such detailed imagery. 

Summer velocities are twice as high as the winter velocities based on the available dataset of the 

three images. The average maximum summer velocities are 5 m a-1 in the northern part of the 

study area and the glacier is stagnant near the terminus. During the winter, the same area is 

stagnant but the average maximum drops to 2.6 m a-1. The spatial differences in the magnitude of 

displacement indicate multiple flow regimes. Basal sliding could explain large displacement in the 

northern part. The amount of water by melt and precipitation lubricate the bedrock and thus 

increase the basal slide during the summer season. 

The error during the summer is up to 0.52 m and 0.28 during the winter. The error is based on a 

series of ground-truth vectors that are measured by hand. Although the error is relative small 

compared to the accuracy of UAV imagery, it could be improved with higher optical quality of the 

imagery. The certainty of the direction of the errors is large because the Angular Errors are often 

in the order of a few degrees. Ice cliffs, blur and parallax can reduce the certainty of magnitude 

and direction of the automated correlations.  

The flow direction near the moraines is towards the centre of the glacier. This might be caused by 

the internal shear stress that interacts with the drag of the lateral moraine. Another theory is that 

the mass of rock avalanches and mass movement pushes the ice away from the moraine.  

The terminus itself is barely retreating. However, there is a down waste of 1.09 m a-1 and thus the 

glacier is losing mass in time. Emergence velocities might be found below the bend of the glacier. 

Both magnitude as direction of the displacement confirm this hypothesis. The emergence velocities 

are caused by a combination of the bend in the glacier and a stagnant area after the bend. 

The correlation maps can be used to calibrate mass equations and hydrological models. Back- and 

down-wasting are difficult to monitor with these correlation maps, but could be useful in 

combination with in situ measurements.  

This study yields insight in small spatial variations in surface displacement and can be translated 

into glacial flow. To understand true dynamics of debris-cover glaciers more data is needed about 

energy balances, conduits and bedrock characteristics. UAVs have great potential for researching 

temporal and spatial variations in surface dynamics and are essential to understand melting 

behaviour in the Himalayas.  
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8. Recommendations 

8.1. Further research 

This is the first time that a glacier is monitored at this spatial scale. The setup of the thesis is 

mainly methodical, but general physical processes are interpreted. Further research is 

recommended in improving the method and for interpreting the local processes in depth.  

The following recommendations are made for the Cosi-Corrs settings. The best input-data is a 

Laplacian Enriched Brightness (LEB) image. The Laplacian kernel used is 3x3 cells, computing local 

edges only. Other Laplacian configurations should be researched and in addition, a combination of 

a hillshade combination with a LEB is possible. The lack of texture in the hillshade is solved. The 

hillshade contains new information about the altitude and this might improve correlations with a 

LEB image.  

Smaller focal lengths and thus smaller resolutions (<0.1 m px-1) during the UAV flights should be 

considered. This increases the optical quality of the imagery and improves the correlations. The 

UAV uses a camera with basic RGB channels (400 – 700 nm). Multi- or hyper-spectral cameras 

could be used. Different band might help with the correlations, because a unique spectral profile of 

a boulder can be captured. A model that uses a window based on the local predicted displacement 

would speed up computation. If all surrounding areas have low displacement, the window size 

could be decreased. 

For future flights, the following steps should be considered. Most lenses reach the most sharpness 

at aperture of F/8.0. It depends on the camera lens, but small focal length causes great distortion, 

often chromatic aberration and vignette near the borders making some cameras better than others 

are. Full-frame cameras do have extreme small focal length since they do not have crop factors. 

The highest possible shutter speed could be calculated by the camera with a fixed aperture and a 

fixed ISO that is highest acceptable. RAW data photos are better in many ways: it increases the 

dynamic range, there is no automatic noise reducer, white-balance is not fixed and there is no 

JPEG compression. Each of these setting is based on the trade-off of quality and light conditions. 

 

8.2. Optimal workflow for glacial displacement  

The aim of this research is physical geographical based, writing a software packages is not the 

objective and is too time-consuming. However, the following paragraph is a hypothesis of the ideal 

workflow for a glacial feature tracker based on a DEM and ortho-rectified imagery. 

From the DEM a general flow direction can be derived. Glaciers flow and slide downhill, so any 

uphill velocities would indicate back wasting or mass movement and they could be neglected if 

studying the glacial flow. The principle of pyramid layers should decrease the computation time. 

Pyramid layers are blurred down sampled layers of the original. Every pyramid layer is the 

previous layer halved. Feature trackers would detect only the major velocities on the glacier in the 

smallest low-res pyramid layer. In the second-smallest layer, the resolution is twice as big and 

therefore the velocity measured here are more precise. Since the general velocity is known in the 
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smallest pyramid layer, a general prediction of the velocity can be made. The search time will 

drop. The previous velocity gets a small correction and will guide as a general velocity in the third 

pyramid layer. See for more details Figure 48. This process can be repeated until the desired 

accuracy of the flow velocity is reached. This already might be before reaching the original high-

resolution layer. Stopping computations at a level that already indicate a desired accuracy could 

decrease computation time as well. When using Laplacian pyramid layers edges at different scales 

are computed. 

Figure 48 Left: With a DEM, a general downhill flow can be determined. Right: lower series B show 
pyramid layers with the same DPI. Every new layer is half of the previous layer and therefore, the 
details will decrease. The upper series A show the other dataset in pyramid layers but cropped and 

continuous height dimension. In the lower series, surface deformation is estimated by the lines. 
Every colour and number is an estimation of a pyramid layer. Red is the first estimation of the 
smallest layer. 

8.2.1. Feature correspondence 

Cosi-Corr works with a moving window. The algorithm tries to correlate every window on the 

glacier. Another technique is to work only with features. These single point features have a 

correspondence with a feature that is found and linked in another image. In the remote sensing 

similar process is used with tie-points. Features are used a lot in remote sensing, the special 

effects in movies, computer vision for cameras and robots (Radke 2012). A feature is one pixel in 

a unique cluster of pixels that cannot found anywhere else in the same image. Most of the feature 

detectors, such as Harris, SIFT, Susan, FAST, LoF and DoG, have all same principles but differs in 

the method. They majority work with gradients, where nearby pixels are weighted stronger than 

distal pixel. There is a difference in feature descriptors and detectors. A descriptor defines a 

feature and detectors search for suitable features or their correspondence. 
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Figure 49, Example of the eigenvalues of a Harris matrix feature. The costs increase enormous 
when moving out of the origin. This pattern should be unique and have a corresponding pattern in 
the other image (Radke 2012) 

Good features are positioned in contrast rich environments. They are detected on strong gradients 

in the intensity of the image and thus edges of objects. A straight-line edge has cross-line a strong 

gradient, but the along-the-line gradient will not change. Therefore, the feature could shift along 

the line and thus, straight-line edges are not good features. The gradient should be strong in both 

x and y direction. Sharp corners and blob shapes are often good features. Shadows can give 

contrast in one image but they can shift during the day, creating false correspondence.  

The single-feature workflow lowers the computation time and works better if only a few 

correlations can be made, like on glaciers with bare ice. Together with the pyramid layers  
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Appendix A, Glacier terminology  

 

Figure 50, Glacier terminology, Image adapted, originally copyrights Prentice Hall 

Snow, Firn and Glacial Ice - Snow consist of flakes. Firn is partly melted and refrozen snow. 

Glacial ice is most compact and contains trapped air. They form in this order and can take years.  

Terminus / Toe / End / Snout - The lower-most edge of a glacier. It is the front near the foot 

at any given point in time.  

Firn line / snow line  - Above this line, the firn is visible and not melted away 

Accumulation zone - The zone where mass is gained by precipitation, Aeolian transport or 

avalanches 

Ablation zone - The zone where mass is lost by melting, evaporation, sublimation, Aeolian 

transport and calving causes mass loss,  

Equilibrium Line Altitude / ELA - At this theoretical cross-glacial line, the mass gain equals 

mass loss.  

Crevasses - Cracks in the softer and less compact top layer of the glacier. They are formed by 

shear stresses. Longitudal, marginal and cross glaciers crevasses exists. 

Outwash plain - This is the place where fluvial processes of melt water play a role. Sometimes 

flatten out due to the morphodynamics of the stream in combination with former glacial 

sediments. 

Till - Unsorted and unstratified accumulation of glacial sediment, deposited directly by glacier ice. 

This happens by melting (wash out till) or moving ice (lodgement till) 

Bergschrund - One or more parallel crevasses that develop at the head of a glacier when the ice 

pulls away from the bedrock wall. In summer, it opens while in the winter it will fill up again. 

Lateral Moraine - A sediment ridge, located on a glacier surface adjacent to the valley walls. It is 

formed by rock fall onto the glacier. 
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Medial Moraine - A sediment ridge, located on exposed ice surface in the middle of the glacier 

parallel to the flow. It forms by joining two lateral moraines of two glaciers. 

Terminal Moraine / End Moraine - A sediment ridge, cross valley, that is formed at the farthest 

point reached by the terminus of an advancing glacier. 

 

Recessional Moraine - A sediment ridge, cross-valley, that is formed at the terminus of a 

retreating glacier but was stagnant for a period of time, sufficient for accumulation of sediment 

Surroundings 

Cirque - Bowl-shaped amphitheatre-like depression and is often positioned near summits at the 

head or side of the glacier.  

Tarn - A lake formed in the basin of a cirque. Generally after melting of the glacier 

Horn / Pyramidal peak - Sharp pointed peak formed by glacial erosion. They have a typical 

pyramidal shape and often connected by three or more arêtes/cirques. Four symmetrical faces 

make it a Matterhorn  

Arêtes - Sharp jagged narrow ridge between to valleys or cirques. Ending either in a horn or at a 

truncated spur. 

Col - Lowest point on an arête between to horns. 

Tributary glacier - A glacier that is merging together with the main glacier. Often they are 

smaller and less thick.  

Truncated spurs - A triangle shape at the end of a arête that is eroded by anvother glacier. It is 

a cross-section-like face of a arête of a tributary glacier. 

Definitions derived from USGS (2004) 
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Appendix B, IDL model 
; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; ———————————————————————————————————————————————————— Glacial_Motion_Flow ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

;                                                                                                                                     

; Glacial surface optical motion tracker based on Cosi-Corr  

; Copyrights by S.W. Meijer, Utrecht University 

; Version 1, November, 2014, Meijer  

; 

; ENVI Classic must be running and linked to IDL (ENVI+IDL.exe)  

; Tested with Cosi-Corr build nov 2014 

; 

; INPUTS:   Pre-event file, Post-event file, Visual measured map and/or points in NtoS file and EtoW file, 

; OUTPUTS:  NtoS file, EtoW file, Intensity map, Vector Map, Overview plot, CSV file 

 

; Comments 

; p_      Points  (and L_ for lines) 

; v_      Visual 

; e_      Error 

; i_      full Image (every pixel) 

; NtoS    North to South 

; EtoW    East to west 

; Intens  Intensity (Velocity) 

 

; ——-——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; ———————————————————————————————————————————————————— INPUTS —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

  

TEST         = 0                                                  ; TEST MODE; 1=on, no CosiCorr, ENVI classic must be running 

CALC         = 1                                                  ; Set RUNS lower for testing 

period       = 2                                                  ; Monsoon=1 Dryseason=2 Year=3 

overview     = 0                                                  ; 

Statisticplot= 0                                                  ; 

vectorplot   = 1                                                  ; 

savefiles    = 0                                                  ; 

mask         = 0                                                  ; SNR and Velocity mask 

scatterplot  = 0                                                  ; Create Scatterplot full image 

SNRratio     = 0.9                                                ; Signal to Noise ratio treshold    

Maxvelocity  = 6                                                  ; Max velocities in Histogram and plot (+- 6 m/a Monsoon)     

 

Folder       = 'E:\9_Thesis\'                                     ; Working Directory 

;Folder       = 'I:\9_Thesis\'                                     ; Working Directory HDD OVERRULE 

txtfile      = 'E:\Dropbox\Thesis\4_Data\runs.csv'                ; CSV output file 

;txtfile      = 'E:\9_Sander\Dropbox\Thesis\4_Data\runs.csv'       ; CSV output file OVERRULE 

 

     

 

; Loop inputs 

corr_array  = ['frequency','frequency','frequency']               ; statistic or frequency 

;Both correlations 

windowarray = ['256'  ,'256' ,'256'   ]                           ; >2* max velocity (~128/256px for 15 pixel displacement) 

steparray   = ['16'   ,'16'   ,'16'   ]                           ; determens resolution, LOW = high-res+ slow.  

;Frequency 

windowarrayF= ['64'   ,'128'   ,'64'   ]                           ; For second subpixel estimation. 32 or 64 

robustarray = ['2'    ,'2'    ,'2'    ]                           ; Low differences. (Some in SNR) 

maskarray   = ['0.90'  ,'0.9'  ,'0.8'  ]                           ; Low mask gives peak in low velocities. Keep High. 

;Statistics 

seacharray  = ['20'   ,'20'   ,'20'   ]                           ; Size where to search 

 

 

if period eq 1 then begin 

Project      = 'Monsoon'                                           ; Period in string (name) 

Days         = JULDAY(10,22,2013) $                                ; May '13 to Okt '13 

             - JULDAY(05,18,2013)                                  ;  

samplepoints = 'E:\Dropbox\Thesis\4_Data\L_A_V7.csv'               ; CSV file with visual measured motion  

;samplepoints = 'E:\9_Sander\Dropbox\Thesis\4_Data\L_A_V7.csv'      ; CSV file with visual measured motion  OVERRULE 

v_NtoS_file  = Folder+'2_DATA\V_A_NTOS_V5.tif'                   ; reference image          

v_EtoW_file  = Folder+'2_DATA\V_A_ETOW_V5.tif'                   ; reference image 

Maxvelocity  = 6      

endif 

 

if period eq 2 then begin 

Project      = 'Dry_Season'                                        ; Period in string (name) 

Days         = JULDAY(05,1,2014) $                                 ; Okt '13 to May '14 

             - JULDAY(10,22,2013)                                   ;          

samplepoints = 'E:\Dropbox\Thesis\4_Data\L_BC_V8.csv'              ; CSV file with visual measured motion  

;samplepoints = 'E:\9_Sander\Dropbox\Thesis\4_Data\L_BC_V8.csv'     ; CSV file with visual measured motion  OVERRULE 

v_NtoS_file  = Folder+'2_DATA\V_BC_NTOS_V5.tif'                     ; reference image          

v_EtoW_file  = Folder+'2_DATA\V_BC_ETOW_V5.tif'                     ; reference image     

Maxvelocity  = 4  

endif 

 

if period eq 3 then begin 

Project      = 'Year'                                        ; Period in string (name) 

Days         = JULDAY(05,1,2014) $                                 ; Okt '13 to May '14 

             - JULDAY(05,18,2013)                                   ;          

samplepoints = 'E:\Dropbox\Thesis\4_Data\L_BC_V8.csv'              ; CSV file with visual measured motion  

;samplepoints = 'E:\9_Sander\Dropbox\Thesis\4_Data\L_BC_V8.csv'     ; CSV file with visual measured motion  OVERRULE 

v_NtoS_file  = Folder+'2_DATA\V_BC_NTOS_V5.tif'                     ; reference image          

v_EtoW_file  = Folder+'2_DATA\V_BC_ETOW_V5.tif'                     ; reference image     

Maxvelocity  = 5  

endif 

 

;TYPE OF DATA 

;MasterInput = [Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\Deform_NO.TIF' ,Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\Deform_NO.TIF' ,Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\Deform_NO.TIF' ]                               

;SlaveInput  = [Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\DeformEtoW.TIF',Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\DeformNtoS.TIF',Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\DeformEtoW.TIF'] 

;SlaveInput  = [Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\C.tif',Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\C.tif',Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\C.tif'] 

MasterInput = [Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\BC.tif',Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\BC.tif',Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\BC.tif'] ;  

SlaveInput  = [Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\C.tif',Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\C.tif',Folder+'2_DATA\RAWs\C.tif'] 

 

; —————————————————————————————————————————  BEGIN LOOP  ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

time        = SYSTIME(0)                                  ; Currtent time code 

timeseconds = Systime(1)   

runs        = size(MasterInput, /N_ELEMENTS)              ; Number of runs 

RUNS        = (CALC GT 0) ? CALC : RUNS                   ; Override number of runs 

s           = ' ' 

for i=0,runs-1 DO BEGIN  

mid_time = Systime(1)& print, s&print, s&print, s 

 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; ———————————————————————————————————————————————————— INITIALS ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

start_time  = Systime(1)                                              ; Start time per loop 

masterimg   = MasterInput(i)                                          ; Pre-Event  

slaveimg    = SlaveInput(i)                                           ; Post-Event 

type_Corr   = corr_array(i)                                           ; statistic or frequency 

griddedout  = '0'                                                     ; Grided Output (should be set to zero) if stacked 

Resampling  = '0'                                                     ; For Noisy sub-pixel detection 
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Windowsize  = windowarray(i)                                          ; Half window size                 

Stepsize    = steparray(i)                                            ; Step size                        

Searchwindow= seacharray(i)                                           ; Search Window 

windowsizeX = windowarray(i)                                          ; Initial window size 

windowsizeXF= windowarrayF(i)                                         ; Final window size 

windowsizeY = windowarray(i)                                          ; Initial window size 

windowsizeYF= windowarrayF(i)                                         ; Final window size               

robustiter  = robustarray(i)                                          ; Robustness Iteration 

masktreshold= maskarray(i)                                            ; Mask Threshold 

 

;type_Corr   = 'frequency';corr_array(i)                                           ; statistic or frequency 

;griddedout  = '0'                                                     ; Grided Output (should be set to zero) if stacked 

;Resampling  = '0'                                                     ; For Noisy sub-pixel detection 

;;Windowsize  = windowarray(i)                                          ; Half window size                 

;Stepsize    = '16';steparray(i)                                            ; Step size                        

;;Searchwindow= seacharray(i)                                           ; Search Window 

;windowsizeX = '128';windowarray(i)                                          ; Initial window size 

;windowsizeXF= '64';windowarrayF(i)                                         ; Final window size 

;windowsizeY = '128';windowarray(i)                                          ; Initial window size 

;windowsizeYF= '64';windowarrayF(i)                                         ; Final window size               

;robustiter  = '2';robustarray(i)                                          ; Robustness Iteration 

;masktreshold= '0.95';maskarray(i)                                            ; Mask Threshold 

 

 

 

; ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

; ——————————————————————————- File Names —————————————————————————————— 

CD, Folder+'1_RUNS\'                                                  ; Working Directory 

MAP = STRMID(time,8,2)+'_'+STRMID(time,4,3)+$                         ; Project Name 

'_Run_'+STRMID(time,11,2)+STRMID(time,14,1)+'0'                       ;        

IF test EQ 0 THEN BEGIN                                               ;  

  FILE_MKDIR, MAP & CD, Folder+'1_RUNS\'+MAP                          ; Create new map, when test=0 

ENDIF                                                                 ; 

Typedata=STRMID(STREGEX(masterimg(0),'[\\]*[a-zA-Z0-9._]+$',$         ; 

/EXTRACT),1,5)                                                        ; Type of dataset 

filename= Project+'_'+Typedata                                        ; Cosi-Corr output filename 

; ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

; ——————————————————————————- Statistics —————————————————————————————— 

; Statistic = the statistic input of Cosi-corr                        ; e.g statistic 32 32 16 16 7 7 1 

; Name      = Name of the run including the input values              ; 

IF type_Corr EQ 'statistic' THEN BEGIN                                ; 

statistic = type_Corr+s+Windowsize+s+Windowsize+s+$                   ; statisic input 

Stepsize+s+Stepsize+s+Searchwindow+s+Searchwindow+$                   ; 

s+griddedout                                                          ; 

name = Typedata+s+'S: Window:'+$                                      ; 

Windowsize+' Step:'+Stepsize+' Search:'+Searchwindow                  ;           

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN                                                      ; 

statistic = type_Corr+s+windowsizeX+s+windowsizeY+s+ $                ; statisic input 

windowsizeXF+s+windowsizeYF+s+Stepsize+s+Stepsize+$                   ; 

s+robustiter+s+masktreshold+s+Resampling+s+$                          ; 

griddedout & name=Typedata+s+'F: W'+windowsizeX+' F'+$                ; 

windowsizeXF+' S'+Stepsize+' R'+robustiter+' M'+$                     ; 

masktreshold & ENDELSE                                                ; 

; ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

; ——————————————————————————— Creating Files —————————————————————————— 

IF test EQ 0 THEN BEGIN                                               ; Create 4 input .txt files for Cosi-Corr 

fname='master.txt'&OPENW,1,fname&PRINTF,1,masterimg&CLOSE,1           ; 

fname='slave.txt'&OPENW,2,fname&PRINTF,2, slaveimg&CLOSE,2            ; 

fname='correlations.txt'&OPENW,3,fname&PRINTF,3,statistic&CLOSE,3     ;  

fname='output.txt'&OPENW,4,fname&PRINTF,4,filename&CLOSE,4& ENDIF     ; 

; ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; ———————————————————————————————————————————————————— Processing —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

;  

; ——————————————————————————— Cosi Corr ————————————————————————————— 

print,'% ——————'+STRCOMPRESS(string(i+1))+' Run: '+name+'  ——————'  ; e.g.  % ———— 1 run: ortho Stat. Window:64 StepSearch:10px ———— 

IF test EQ 0 THEN BEGIN                                             ;Cosi-Corr batch, ENVI classic and Cosi-Corr must running 

cosi_batch_correlation, 'master.txt', 'slave.txt', CORR='correlations.txt', OUT='output.txt', NO_OPEN=1 

elapsed_time = Systime(1) - start_time & IF elapsed_time LE '60' THEN print, '% Duration Cosi-Corr:'+ STRCOMPRESS(string($ 

round(elapsed_time)))+'sec' ELSE print, '% Duration Cosi-Corr:'+ STRCOMPRESS(string(round(elapsed_time/60)))+'min'   

; ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

;—————————————————————————— Re-open image ————————————————————————————————— 

ENVI_OPEN_FILE, filename, r_fid=fid, NO_REALIZE=1                         ; Reload imagine in IDL 

ENVI_FILE_QUERY, fid, dims=dims, nl=nlines, ns=nrows                      ; Retrive header info 

proj = ENVI_GET_MAP_INFO(FID = fid)                                       ; Get Projection 

EtoW = ENVI_GET_DATA(fid=fid, dims=dims, pos=0)                           ; East to West band 

NtoS = ENVI_GET_DATA(fid=fid, dims=dims, pos=1)                           ; North to South band 

SNR  = ENVI_GET_DATA(fid=fid, dims=dims, pos=2)                           ; Signal 2 Noise band 

EtoW = reverse(EtoW,2)                                                    ; 

NtoS = reverse(NtoS,2)                                                    ; 

SNR  = reverse(SNR,2)                                                     ; 

ENVI_OPEN_FILE, masterimg, r_fid=fid2, NO_REALIZE=1                       ;  

ENVI_FILE_QUERY, fid2, dims=dims2                                         ; Open Original 

ORIGINAL = ENVI_GET_DATA(fid=fid2, dims=dims2, pos=0)                     ; 

ENVI_OPEN_FILE, v_NtoS_file, r_fid=fid3, NO_REALIZE=1                     ;          

ENVI_FILE_QUERY, fid3, dims=dims3, nl=v_nlines, ns=v_nrows                ; Open Visual North to South 

v_NtoS = ENVI_GET_DATA(fid=fid3, dims=dims3, pos=0)                       ; 

ENVI_OPEN_FILE, v_EtoW_file, r_fid=fid3, NO_REALIZE=1                     ;        

ENVI_FILE_QUERY, fid3, dims=dims3                                         ; Open Visual East to West 

v_EtoW = ENVI_GET_DATA(fid=fid3, dims=dims3, pos=0)                       ; 

v_proj = ENVI_GET_MAP_INFO(FID = fid3)                                    ; Get Projection   

points = READ_CSV(samplepoints, HEADER=SedHeader)                         ; 

SAVE,/VARIABLES,FILENAME='variables'+string(i,format='(I0)')+'.sav'       ; To work later witout ENVI classic 

;—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

ENDIF;————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

 

a='————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

a='————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

a='———————————————————————————————————————————————————— Post processing ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

a='————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

a='————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

print, '% Start post-processing'& mid_time = Systime(1) 

IF test EQ 1 THEN BEGIN 

    ; If the run is a test open the old data to test run without Cosi-Corr & and tweak some paramaters  

      RESTORE,  Folder+'1_RUNS\09_Feb_Run_1440\variables'+string(i,format='(I0)')+'.sav' 

      CD,       Folder+'1_RUNS\09_Feb_Run_1440\' 

      TEST         = 1                                                          

;      SNRratio     = 0.9       ; !!!                                          

      runs         = 1         ; !!! 

      overview     = 0               ; 

      Statisticplot= 0               ; 

      vectorplot   = 1               ; 

      savefiles    = 0               ;             

      mask         = 0   

      scatterplot  = 0 
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;      maxvelocity  = 6; 

ENDIF 

 

;——————————————————————————— Basics ——————————————————————————————————————————————— 

empty         = make_array(nrows,nlines, value=0)                                 ; Create null image 

ROIpercent    = N_Elements(WHERE(ORIGINAL NE ORIGINAL(1), /NULL))/ $              ; 

              (float(N_Elements(WHERE(ORIGINAL EQ ORIGINAL(1),/NULL)))+$          ; Percentage pixels contain data  

              N_Elements(WHERE(ORIGINAL NE ORIGINAL(1), /NULL)))                  ; Monsoon case ~0.49% 

EtoW          = (EtoW/float(DAYS))*365.0                                          ; Change velocity from per period to per year 

NtoS          = (NtoS/float(DAYS))*356.0                                          ; 

v_NtoS        = (v_NtoS/DAYS)*365                                                 ; 

v_EtoW        = (v_EtoW/DAYS)*365                                                 ;  

SNR           [WHERE(FINITE(SNR, /NAN),  /NULL)]        = 0                       ; Remove NAN infinity 

EtoW          [WHERE(FINITE(EtoW, /NAN), /NULL)]        = 0                       ;                   

NtoS          [WHERE(FINITE(NtoS, /NAN), /NULL)]        = 0                       ; 

v_EtoW        [WHERE(FINITE(v_EtoW, /INFINITY), /NULL)] = 0                       ;  

v_NtoS        [WHERE(FINITE(v_NtoS, /INFINITY), /NULL)] = 0                       ; 

Etow2=Etow & NtoS2=NtoS                                                           ; 

EtoW2          [WHERE(SNR LT SNRratio)]                  = 0                      ; Remove SNR lower than SNR ratio input         

NtoS2          [WHERE(SNR LT SNRratio)]                  = 0                      ;           

intens2        = SQRT((NtoS2^2)  +  (EtoW2^2))                                    ; 

EtoW2          [WHERE(intens2 GT maxvelocity)]                  = 0               ; Remove SNR lower than SNR ratio input         

NtoS2          [WHERE(intens2 GT maxvelocity)]                  = 0               ;                 

x             = (proj.MC[2]+proj.ps[0]*INDGEN(nrows))                             ; Rows (samples) 

y             = reverse(proj.MC[3]-proj.ps[1]*INDGEN(nlines))                     ; Lines 

v_x           = v_proj.MC[2]+v_proj.ps[1]*INDGEN(v_nrows)                         ; Visual_Rows (samples) 

v_y           = reverse(v_proj.MC[3]-v_proj.ps[1]*INDGEN(v_nlines))               ; Visual_Lines 

v_NtoS_Sized  = CONGRID(v_NtoS, nrows, nlines, /INTERP)                           ;  

v_EtoW_Sized  = CONGRID(v_EtoW, nrows, nlines, /INTERP)                           ;  

intens        = SQRT((NtoS^2)  +  (EtoW^2))                                       ; Intensity map 

v_Intens      = SQRT((v_NtoS^2)+(v_EtoW^2))                                       ; 

v_Intens_Sized= SQRT((v_NtoS_Sized^2)+(v_EtoW_Sized^2))                           ; 

SNRmaxvelo    = SNR                                                               ; 

SNRmaxvelo    [WHERE(intens GT Maxvelocity)]=0                                    ;           

intensmaxvelo = intens                                                            ; 

intensmaxvelo [WHERE(intens GT Maxvelocity)]=0                                    ; Remove High velocities  

;—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

;————————————————————————————  i_ full raster Image ——————————————————————————————— 

i_cross     = (v_EtoW*NtoS) + (EtoW*v_NtoS)                                       ; ‖ A B ‖     = A B sin(θ) = Ax By + Bx Ay = CROSS  
i_dot       = (v_EtoW*EtoW) + (v_NtoS*NtoS)                                       ; A• B  = A B cos(θ) = Ax Bx + Ay By = DOT    

i_angle     = 180/!PI*atan(i_cross,i_dot)                                         ; tan(θ)= ‖ A B ‖    / A• B 
i_e_NtoS    = (NtoS-v_NtoS)                                                       ; NtoS relative towards visual 

i_e_EtoW    = (EtoW-v_EtoW)                                                       ; EtoW relative towards visual 

i_e_intens  = SQRT((i_e_EtoW^2)+(i_e_NtoS^2))                                     ; Velocity Error 

i_MAE       = Mean(i_angle)                                                       ; Mean Angular Error  (MAE)  

i_MVE       = Mean(intens-v_Intens_Sized)                                         ; Mean Velocity Error (MAE)  

; Scatterplot correlations                                                        ; 

i_m         = REGRESS(REFORM(v_Intens_Sized,N_elements(v_Intens_Sized)),$         ; 

            REFORM(intens,N_elements(intens)), CONST=i_b,CORRELATION=i_r)         ; p_m = slope, p_b= B and p_r= R2 

i_r2        = i_r*i_r                                                             ; R2 

i_RMSE      = SQRT(MEAN((v_Intens_Sized-intens)^2))                               ; RMSE  

;—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

;———————————————————————————— P_Points ————————————————————————————————————————————                       

p_nr        = points.field1                                                       ; points, x and y           

p_x         = points.field2                                                       ; points, x and y  

p_y         = points.field3                                                       ;      

p_v_NtoS    = points.field5                                                       ; Table with p_v_NtoS (Visual) 

p_v_EtoW    = points.field4                                                       ; 

p_NtoS      = NtoS2(value_locate(x,p_x),value_locate(y,p_y))                      ; Corresponding Points in Cosi-Corr 

p_EtoW      = EtoW2(value_locate(x,p_x),value_locate(y,p_y))                      ; 

p_v_etow    = abs(p_v_etow)*fix(abs(p_EtoW)/p_EtoW)                               ; Correct Sign 

p_v_NtoS    = abs(p_v_NtoS)*fix(abs(p_NtoS)/p_NtoS)                               ; 

p_v_NtoS    = float(p_v_NtoS)/days*365.0                                          ; Table with p_v_NtoS (Visual) 

p_v_EtoW    = float(p_v_EtoW)/days*365.0                                          ; 

p_v_Intens  = SQRT((p_v_NtoS^2)+(p_v_EtoW^2))                                     ; 

p_intens    = SQRT((p_NtoS^2)  +  (p_EtoW^2))                                     ; Intensity map 

; Errors                                                                          ; 

p_cross     = (p_v_EtoW*p_NtoS) + (p_EtoW*p_v_NtoS)                               ; ‖ A B ‖     = A B sin(θ) = Ax By + Bx Ay = CROSS  
p_dot       = (p_v_EtoW*p_EtoW) + (p_v_NtoS*p_NtoS)                               ; A• B  = A B cos(θ) = Ax Bx + Ay By = DOT    

p_angle     = 180/!PI*atan(p_cross,p_dot)                                         ; tan(θ)= ‖ A B ‖    / A• B 
p_MAE       = Mean(p_angle)                                                       ; Mean Angular Error  (MAE)  

p_MVE       = Mean(abs(p_intens)-abs(p_v_intens))                                 ; Mean Velocity Error (MAE)  

; Scatterplot correlations                                                        ;                                     

p_m         = REGRESS(p_v_intens,p_intens, CONST=p_b,CORRELATION=p_r)             ; p_m = slope, p_b= B and p_r= R2 

p_r2        = p_r*p_r                                                             ; R2 

p_RMSE      = SQRT(MEAN((p_v_intens-p_intens)^2))                                 ; RMSE  

;Corrector Vector                                                                 ; 

p_e_NtoS    = (p_NtoS-p_v_NtoS)                                                   ; NtoS relative towards visual 

p_e_EtoW    = (p_EtoW-p_v_EtoW)                                                   ; EtoW relative towards visual 

p_e_intens  = SQRT((p_e_EtoW^2)+(p_e_NtoS^2))                                     ; Velocity Error 

;z = GRIDDATA(p_x,p_y, p_e_intens,DIMENSION=[nlines,nrows],/KRIGING )             ;  

;sdf=image (z) ; Spatial distribution of velocity error                           ; 

;—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

 

; ——————————————————————————- Histograms —————————————————————————————————————————— 

SNRH    = float(HISTOGRAM(SNRmaxvelo, LOCATIONS=xbin1, $                          ;   

          BINSIZE=0.02,MIN=0.0000001, MAX=1))/float($                             ; 

          N_ELEMENTS(SNR[WHERE(SNR GT 0)]))                                       ; 

intensH = FLOAT(HISTOGRAM(intensmaxvelo, LOCATIONS=xbin2, $                       ;   

          BINSIZE=0.05,MIN=0.00000001, MAX=Maxvelocity))$                         ;  HISTOGAMS   Normalized, Corrected for NULL/NaN 

          /float(N_ELEMENTS(SNR[WHERE(SNR GT 0)]))                                ; 

visualH = HISTOGRAM(v_Intens, LOCATIONS=xbin3, $                                  ;   

          BINSIZE=0.05,MIN=0.00000001, MAX=Maxvelocity)$                          ; 

          /float(N_ELEMENTS(v_Intens[WHERE(v_Intens GT 0)]))                      ;   

; ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— Plotting ———————————————————————————————————————————— 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

print, '% Start plotting'                                                                      ;                      

colors=['red','green','blue','fuchsia','lime','black','maroon',$                               ; 

'dark green','dark blue','cyan','dark orange','dim grey','grey']                               ; Plot colors 

img=[2,3,4,6,7,8]                                                                              ; Plot positions 

 

; —————————————————————————————————————————— OVERVIEW PLOT —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————  

if overview eq 1 then begin 

; ————————————————————————————————————— Signal to Noise (UPPER) ———————————————————————————————— 

if statisticplot eq 0 then begin                                                               ; 

SNRplot = PLOT(xbin1, SNRH, XRANGE=[0,1],YRANGE=[0,0.05], histogram=1, AXIS_STYLE=1, $         ;   PLOT      Signal To Noise Ratio 

          TITLE='Signal to Noise Histogram',XTITLE='SNR Ratio',YTITLE='pixels (%)',/current,$  ; 

          COLOR=colors(i),FONT_SIZE=9,LAYOUT=[4,2,1], /DEVICE, MARGIN=[250,80,50,80],$         ; 

          DIMENSIONS=[1500,800],FILL_BACKGROUND=1,FILL_TRANSPARENCY=95,FILL_COLOR=colors(i))   ; 

; SNR Trashold line                                                                            ; 

SNRline = PLOT(MAKE_ARRAY(n_elements(XBIN1),1,/float,VALUE=SNRratio),xbin1*25,/overplot,$      ;   LINE      SNR Treshold line 

          AXIS_STYLE=1,TRANSPARENCY=50,color='grey')                                           ; 

legend  = TEXT([0.023+((SNRratio)*0.19)],[0.85],'SNR Treshold',color='grey',FONT_SIZE=8,$      ;   TEXT      'SNR Treshold' 
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          TRANSPARENCY=50, target=SNRplot)&legend.rotate,90                                    ; 

endif;—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

        

; ————————————————————————————————— STATISTICS PLOT (UPPER) ———————————————————————————————————— 

if statisticplot eq 1 then begin                                                               ; 

p_scatter = plot(p_v_intens,p_intens, xrange=[0,8],$                                           ;   PLOT      Scatterplot of points 

          yrange=[0,8],LINESTYLE='',SYMBOL='dot',DIMENSIONS=[1500,800],$                       ; 

          sym_size='3.5',sym_filled=1, /DEVICE, MARGIN=[250,80,50,80],$                        ; 

          /CURRENT, LAYOUT=[4,2,1], SYM_TRANSPARENCY=75,$                                      ; 

          TITLE='Points scatterplot', YTITLE='Cosi-Corr Velocities(m/a)',$                     ; 

          FONT_SIZE=9, XTITLE='Measured Velocities(m/a)',color=colors(i))                      ;           

p_oneplot = plot(FINDGEN(81)/10,FINDGEN(81)/10,overplot=1,color='grey', thick=2)               ;   LINE      1:1 line. perfect corr 

p_bestfit = plot(FINDGEN(81)/10,p_m##(FINDGEN(81)/10)+p_b,overplot=1,color=colors(i), thick=3) ;   LINE      Best fit line  

endif;—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

; ——————————————————————————————————— Velocity (LOWER) ————————————————————————————————————————— 

intensplot = PLOT(xbin2, intensH, XRANGE=[0,Maxvelocity+1],YRANGE=[0,0.03],HISTOGRAM=1,$       ;   PLOT      Velocity Plot 

          AXIS_STYLE=1, TITLE='Velocity Histogram', XTITLE='Velocity [m/a]',LAYOUT=[4,2,5],$   ; 

          COLOR=colors(i),/CURRENT,YTITLE='pixels (%)',/DEVICE,MARGIN=[300,80,50,80],$         ; 

          FILL_BACKGROUND=1,FILL_TRANSPARENCY=95,FILL_COLOR=colors(i),FONT_SIZE=9)             ; 

Visualplot = PLOT(xbin3,visualH,YRANGE=[0,0.03],HISTOGRAM=1,AXIS_STYLE=1,COLOR='black',$       ; 

          LAYOUT=[4,2,5],/DEVICE,MARGIN=[300,80,50,80],/CURRENT,XRANGE=[0,Maxvelocity+1],$     ; 

          FONT_SIZE=9)                                                                         ; 

;Velocity Trashold line                                                                        ; 

VELOLine= PLOT(MAKE_ARRAY(n_elements(XBIN2),1,/float,VALUE=MaxVelocity),xbin2*25,$             ;   LINE      Velo Treshold line 

          TRANSPARENCY=50,AXIS_STYLE=1,color='grey',/overplot)                                 ; 

legend  = TEXT([0.023+(((MaxVelocity-1)*0.19)/MaxVelocity)],[0.35],'Velocity Treshold',$       ;   TEXT      'SNR Treshold' 

          FONT_SIZE=8,TRANSPARENCY=50, target=intensplot, color='grey')& legend.   rotate,90   ; 

;Percentage Velocities above 5 m/s                                                             ;      

legend0 = TEXT([0.215], [0.095+(0.020)],STRING(float(N_ELEMENTS(v_Intens[WHERE($               ;   TEXT      % Velo > 5 m/s  manual 

          v_Intens GT Maxvelocity, /null)]))/float(N_ELEMENTS(INTENS[WHERE($                   ; 

          v_Intens GT 0, /null)]))*100,format='(f0.1)')+'%',FONT_SIZE=9,color='black')         ;              

legend1 = TEXT([0.215], [0.095-(i*0.020)],STRING(float(N_ELEMENTS(INTENS[WHERE($               ;   TEXT      % Velo > 5 m/s  Auto 

          INTENS GT Maxvelocity, /null)]))/float(N_ELEMENTS(INTENS[WHERE($                     ; 

          INTENS GT 0, /null)]))*100,format='(f0.1)')+'%',FONT_SIZE=9,color=colors(i))         ; 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

; ————————————————————————————————————- Intensity Image RUN > 1  ——————————————————————————————— 

;original_sized = CONGRID(original, nrows, nlines, /INTERP)                                    ; 

;im2=        image(original_sized,x,y, /CURRENT,  MARGIN=[0],/device,    LAYOUT=[4,1,img(i)])  ; 

im =        image(BYTSCL((float(intens)),MAX=MAXvelocity,MIN=0.000001,/NAN),x,y,/CURRENT,$     ; IMAGE       Intensity Image 

            RGB_TABLE=11,MARGIN=[0],/device,LAYOUT=[4,1,img(i)],TRANSPARENCY=000)              ; 

if mask eq 1 then begin                                                                        ; 

      imask       = float(empty)                                                               ; 

      imask       [WHERE(intens GT Maxvelocity OR SNR LT SNRratio AND SNR NE 0)]=1             ; Alpha        High velocity = 1 

      intensScale =make_array(nrows,nlines,value=255)&intensScale(1)=0                         ; RGB          Create black image 

      intensAlpha = [[[intensScale]],[[intensScale]],$                                         ; RGBA          Combine 

                    [[intensScale]],[[(imask)]]]                                               ;        

      imaskplot = image(intensAlpha,x,y, LAYOUT=[4,1,img(i)],$                                 ; MASK        Mask to cover low SNR 

                  /DEVICE, MARGIN=[0], /CURRENT)                                               ; 

endif                                                                                          ; 

Colorbar    = COLORBAR(POSITION=[0.26,0.08,0.49,0.09],FONT_SIZE=9,TICKNAME=['0',STRMID(string($; COLORBAR    Colorbar 

            MAXvelocity*0.25),6,4),STRMID(string(MAXvelocity*0.5),5,5),STRMID(string($         ; 

            MAXvelocity*0.75),6,4),STRMID(string(MAXvelocity),6,4)+'m/a'],TARGET=im)           ; 

legend2     = TEXT([0.3+(i*0.25)], [0.95],name ,color=colors(i),FONT_SIZE=11)                  ; TEXT        Headers 

p_plot_r2   = TEXT([0.3+(i*0.25)], [0.92],'R2: '+STRING($                                      ; 

            p_r2,format='(f0.3)'),FONT_SIZE=9,color=colors(i))                                 ;  

p_plot_m    = TEXT([0.35+(i*0.25)],[0.92],'m: '+STRING($                                       ; NUMBER      slope best fit 

            p_m,format='(f0.3)'),FONT_SIZE=9,color=colors(i))                                  ;         

p_plot_rmse = TEXT([0.4+(i*0.25)],[0.92],'RMSE: '+STRING($                                     ; NUMBER      Root Mean Square Error 

            p_RMSE,format='(f0.3)'),FONT_SIZE=9,color=colors(i))                               ;         

legend3     = TEXT([0.26+(i*0.25)], [0.16],STRCOMPRESS(nrows)+$                                ; NUMBER      Dimensions in pixels 

            'x'+STRCOMPRESS(nlines),color='white',FONT_SIZE=9)                                 ;       

legend4     = TEXT([0.262+(i*0.25)], [0.145],STRING($                                          ; NUMBER      PixelSize in meters 

            proj.PS(1),format='(f0.1)')+'m/px',color='white',FONT_SIZE=9)                      ; 

legend5     = TEXT([0.26+(i*0.25)],[0.175],STRMID(ROUND(n_elements(intens[WHERE(intens $       ; NUMBER      Coverage of data 

            GT 0.00001)])/(nlines*nrows*ROIpercent)*100),9)+'%',color='white',FONT_SIZE=9)     ; 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

; —————————————————————————————————————— Visual Image RUN = 1  —————————————————————————————————   

if RUNS eq 1 THEN BEGIN                                                                        ; 

;im2         = image(BYTSCL(REVERSE(float(v_Intens),2),MAX=MAXvelocity,MIN=0.000001,$          ; IMAGE       Show Visual image 

;            /NAN),v_x,v_y,LAYOUT=[4,1,3],/DEVICE, MARGIN=[0], /CURRENT,xrange=[min(x),max(x)]$; 

;            ,yrange=[min(y),max(y)],RGB_TABLE=11)                                             ; 

im2         = image(BYTSCL(REVERSE(float(v_Intens_sized),2),MAX=MAXvelocity,MIN=0.000001,$     ; IMAGE       Show Visual image 

            /NAN),x,y,LAYOUT=[4,1,3],/DEVICE, MARGIN=[0], /CURRENT,xrange=[min(x),max(x)]$     ; 

            ,yrange=[min(y),max(y)],RGB_TABLE=11)                                              ; 

;p_plot      = plot((points.FIELD1),(points.field2),SYMBOL='circle',sym_size='0.5',/current,$  ; POINTS      Visual points  

;            SYM_FILLED=1,SYM_FILL_COLOR='gold',LINESTYLE='',LAYOUT=[4,1,3],AXIS_STYLE=0,$     ; 

;            xrange=[min(x),max(x)],yrange=[min(y),max(y)])                                    ; 

; ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————   

 

; —————————————————————————————————————- Difference Image RUN = 1  ————————————————————————————— 

im3         = image(BYTSCL(REVERSE(float(v_Intens_Sized-REVERSE(intens,2)),2),MAX=Maxvelocity,$;  IMAGE      Show difference  

            MIN=0.000001,/NAN),MARGIN=[0], /CURRENT, LAYOUT=[4,1,4],/DEVICE)                   ; 

;imaskplot   = image(intensAlpha,x,y, LAYOUT=[4,1,4],/DEVICE, MARGIN=[0], /CURRENT)            ;   MASK      Plot Mask SNR  

Colorbar    = COLORBAR(POSITION=[0.76,0.08,0.99,0.09],FONT_SIZE=9,TICKNAME=['0',STRMID(($      ; COLORBAR    Plot Colorbar  

            MAXvelocity*0.5),6,3),STRMID((MAXvelocity),6,3)+'m'],TARGET=im3)                   ; 

v_legend3   = TEXT([0.26+(0.25)], [0.16],STRCOMPRESS(n_elements(v_x))+'x'+STRCOMPRESS($        ;  NUMBER     Dimensions in pixels 

            N_ELEMENTS(transpose(v_y))),color='white',FONT_SIZE=9)                             ; 

v_legend4   = TEXT([0.262+(0.25)], [0.145],STRMID(STRING($                                     ; NUMBER      PixelSize in meters 

            proj.PS(1)),7,4)+'m/px',color='white',FONT_SIZE=9)                                 ; 

endif;—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

endif;—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

 

if RUNS eq 1 AND vectorplot eq 1 THEN BEGIN   

; —————————————————————————————————————————— VECTOR PLOT ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

v   = VECTOR(transpose(NtoS),-transpose(EtoW), (y), reverse(x), $       ; Vector Map 

      /DEVICE, MARGIN=[0], dimensions=[2000,2000],$ 

      auto_color=1, RGB_TABLE=11, AUTO_RANGE=[0.0001,$ 

      Maxvelocity],ASPECT_RATIO=1,AXIS_STYLE=0) 

endif;—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

 

; —————————————————————————————————————————— Scatter PLOT —————————————————————————————————————— 

if scatterplot eq 1 then begin                                                                 ; 

i_scatter = plot(REFORM(v_intens,N_elements(v_intens)),reverse(REFORM(intens,$                 ; 

          N_elements(intens))), xrange=[0,8], SYM_TRANSPARENCY=75, $                           ;                                

          yrange=[0,8],LINESTYLE='',SYMBOL='dot',DIMENSIONS=[1500,800],$                       ; 

          sym_size='3.5',sym_filled=1, /DEVICE, MARGIN=[250,80,50,80],$                        ; 

          TITLE='Points scatterplot', YTITLE='Cosi-Corr Velocities(m/s)',$                     ; 

          FONT_SIZE=9, XTITLE='Visual Velocities(m/s)',color=colors(i))                        ;   

i_oneplot = plot(FINDGEN(81)/10,FINDGEN(81)/10,overplot=1,color='grey', thick=2)               ; 

i_bestfit = plot(FINDGEN(81)/10,i_m##(FINDGEN(81)/10)+i_b,overplot=1,color=colors(i), thick=3) ; 

endif;—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————- Output ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

;  

; —————————————————————————————————————————————  Text  ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

end_time = (Systime(1)-mid_time)& IF end_time LE '60' THEN print, '% Duration handeling:'+ $                               ;  
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STRCOMPRESS(string(round(end_time)))+'sec' ELSE print,$                                                                    ; 

'% Duration handeling:'+ STRCOMPRESS(string(round(end_time/60)))+'min'                                                     ; 

print,'% Run finished' & print, '% Full image  ' $                                                                         ; 

+ '    MAE: '+STRCOMPRESS(string(i_MAE))  $                                                                                ; 

+ '  MVE: '+STRCOMPRESS(string(i_MVE)) + '  RMSE: ' +STRCOMPRESS(string(i_RMSE)) $                                         ;  

+ ' R2: '   +STRCOMPRESS(string(i_r2)) + '  m: '+STRCOMPRESS(string(i_M))                                                  ; 

print, '% Sample Points  ' $                                                                                               ; 

+ ' MAE: '+STRCOMPRESS(string(p_MAE))  $                                                                                   ; 

+ '  MVE: '+STRCOMPRESS(string(p_MVE)) + '  RMSE: ' +STRCOMPRESS(string(p_RMSE)) $                                         ;  

+ ' R2: '   +STRCOMPRESS(string(p_r2)) + '  m: '+STRCOMPRESS(string(p_M))                                                  ;  

print, '% Velocities above '+STRMID(maxvelocity,7,3)+' m/a is '+STRMID((STRING(float(N_ELEMENTS(INTENS[WHERE(INTENS $      ; 

GT Maxvelocity, /null)])))/float(N_ELEMENTS(INTENS[WHERE(INTENS GT 0, /null)]))*100),6,4)+'%'                              ; 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

; ————————————————————————————————————————————— Save Images ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

IF savefiles EQ 1 THEN BEGIN                                                                                               ; 

print, '% Saving files'                                                                                                    ; 

ENVI_WRITE_ENVI_FILE,reverse(EtoW,2),  out_name=string(i,format='(I0)')+'_EtoW_'+STRJOIN(STRSPLIT(name,'., ,:', &          ; 

/EXTRACT),'_'),/INVISIBLE,MAP_INFO=proj                                                                                    ; 

ENVI_WRITE_ENVI_FILE,reverse(NtoS,2),  out_name=string(i,format='(I0)')+'_NtoS_'+STRJOIN(STRSPLIT(name,'., ,:', &          ; 

/EXTRACT),'_'),/INVISIBLE,MAP_INFO=proj                                                                                    ; 

ENVI_WRITE_ENVI_FILE,reverse(SNR,2),   out_name=string(i,format='(I0)')+'_SNR_ '+STRJOIN(STRSPLIT(name,'., ,:', &          ; 

/EXTRACT),'_'),/INVISIBLE,MAP_INFO=proj                                                                                    ; 

ENVI_WRITE_ENVI_FILE,reverse(intens,2),out_name=string(i,format='(I0)')+'_Intensity_'+STRJOIN(STRSPLIT(name,'., ,:', &     ; 

/EXTRACT),'_'),/INVISIBLE,MAP_INFO=proj                                                                                    ; 

;v.save, "test.png", RESOLUTION=300, /TRANSPARENT, height=2000, width=2000,ANTIALIAS=1                                     ; 

ENDIF                                                                                                                      ; 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

; ————————————————————————————————————————————— Save Results ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

IF test eq 0 THEN BEGIN                                                                                                    ; 

openu, lun, txtfile, /GET_LUN, /APPEND                                                                                     ;  

printf,lun,format='(250($,f0.4,","))',i_MAE,i_MVE,i_r2,i_RMSE,i_m,p_MAE,p_MVE,p_r2,p_RMSE,p_M,$                            ;  

((float(N_ELEMENTS(INTENS[WHERE(INTENS GT Maxvelocity, /null)])))/float(N_ELEMENTS(INTENS[WHERE(INTENS GT 0, /null)]))),$  ; 

(n_elements(intens[WHERE(intens GT 0.00001)])/(nlines*nrows*ROIpercent)*100),(proj.PS(1)),end_time,p_b,i_b                 ; 

printf,lun,name+','+time                                                                                                   ; 

free_lun, lun                                                                                                              ;  

ENDIF                                                                                                                      ; 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

 

; ————————————————————————————————————————————— Save CSV points ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

csvfile=    string(i,format='(I0)')+STRJOIN(STRSPLIT('CSV_'+STRJOIN(STRSPLIT(name,'., ,:', /EXTRACT),'_')+'_R2_'+STRING(p_r2,format='(f0.3)')+$    ; 

            '_RMSE_'+STRING(p_rmse,format='(f0.3)')+'_B_'+STRING(p_b,format='(f0.3)')+'_M_'+STRING(p_m,format='(f0.3)')+$  ; 

            '_MAE_'+STRING(p_mae,format='(f0.3)')+'_MVE_'+STRING(p_mve,format='(f0.3)'),'.', /EXTRACT),'-')+'.csv'         ; 

OPENW, lun, csvfile, /GET_LUN                                                                                              ; Open Exsisting file 

printf,lun, 'Nr,','X,','Y,','V_EtoW,','V_NtoS,','EtoW,','NtoS,','AE,','VE'                                                 ; Header 

for         j=0,size(p_nr, /N_ELEMENTS)-1 DO BEGIN                                                                         ; Loop lines 

printf,lun, format='(600(f0,","))',p_nr(j),p_x(j),p_y(j),p_v_EtoW(j),p_v_NtoS(j),$  ; Info per point 

            p_etow(j),p_ntos(j),p_angle(j),p_intens(j)-p_v_intens(j)                                                       ; 

ENDFOR                                                                                                                     ; 

free_lun, lun                                                                                                              ; closes the file 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

; 

;p_scatter = plot(p_v_intens,p_intens, xrange=[0,8],$                                           ;   PLOT      Scatterplot of points 

;          yrange=[0,8],LINESTYLE='',SYMBOL='dot',DIMENSIONS=[1500,800],$                       ; 

;          sym_size='3.5',sym_filled=1,TITLE='Points scatterplot', YTITLE='Cosi-Corr Velocities(m/a)',$                     ; 

;          FONT_SIZE=9, XTITLE='Measured Velocities(m/a)',color=colors(i))                        ;           

;p_oneplot = plot(FINDGEN(81)/10,FINDGEN(81)/10,overplot=1,color='grey', thick=2)               ;   LINE      One to one line. perfect correlation 

;p_bestfit = plot(FINDGEN(81)/10,1/p_m##(FINDGEN(81)/10)-p_b,overplot=1,color=colors(i), thick=3) ;   LINE      Best fit line of scatter plot 

;dsf=plot(p_v_ntos) 

;dsf2=plot(p_ntos,/overplot,'r') 

; 

;    

;    

                                                           ; 

;G_scatter = plot(p_v_intens,G_intens,LINESTYLE='',SYMBOL='dot',sym_size='3.5',sym_filled=1,/overplot,$                        ; 

;          /CURRENT, SYM_TRANSPARENCY=75,color='green')                        ;           

;G_bestfit = plot(FINDGEN(81)/10,G_m##(FINDGEN(81)/10)+G_b,overplot=1,color='green', thick=3) ;   LINE      Best fit line of scatter plot 

 

;print, '% Sample Points  ' $                                                                                               ; 

;+ ' MAE: '+STRCOMPRESS(string(p_MAE))  $                                                                                   ; 

;+ '  MVE: '+STRCOMPRESS(string(p_MVE)) + '  RMSE: ' +STRCOMPRESS(string(g_RMSE)) $                                         ;  

;+ ' R2: '   +STRCOMPRESS(string(g_r2)) + '  m: '+STRCOMPRESS(string(g_M))                                                  ;  

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

ENDFOR;——————————————————————————————————————————————————- END LOOP (i)————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

model_time = (Systime(1)-timeseconds) & print, s & IF model_time LE '60' THEN print, '% —————— Model '+MAP+' is finished in'+ $ 

STRCOMPRESS(string(round(model_time)))+' sec  ————————————————' ELSE print,$ 

'% —————— Model '+MAP+' is finished in'+ STRCOMPRESS(string(round(model_time/60)))+' min  ————————————————' & END 

 

; —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— END ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 


